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Chapter 1071 - Three Lion King’s Ridge’s Elders, Thunderous Beast’s Formidable Control Ability 

Qing Shui and the Thunderous Beast interacted to find out if it was possible to retrieve the 

Thunderstones. Regrettably, the center area could not be entered and the Thunderstones on the 

perimeter could not be broken. There was no way of retrieving them. 

Thinking back to the Violet Lightning Strike that could be used twice within 24 hours, Qing Shui decided 

to let Thunderous Beast use it. He wanted to know if it could be used consecutively in quick succession 

or if it was one use every 12 hours. 

This was simple. Qing Shui had Thunderous Beast cast two consecutive Violet Lightning Strikes. It was a 

success. Even the naked eye could see the violet lightning streak of the Violet Lightning Strike. It was 

rather brilliant. Compared to before, it was more clear and shocking. 

This made Qing Shui felt reassured. Knowing that it could use Violet Lightning Strike twice consecutively 

was much stronger than the one-use from before. With Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal, the 24-hour 

limit would only be a very short time. Thus, having only one-use every 12 hours was not as strong in 

comparison. 

After using it twice, Qing Shui had Thunderous Beast use it once more and discovered that it could no 

longer be used. If he had wanted Thunderous Beast to use it again, he would have to wait another 24 

hours. He had it use Thunderbolt several times afterwardsd. Qing Shui noticed that Thunderbolt was 

much stronger than before. 

Before they had enough time to test Violet Lightning Armor and Violet Thunder Chain Lightning, they 

felt a pulse of Qi being emitted from their backside. They turned and looked behind them. His spiritual 

sense was strong. 

Qing Shui was satisfied, though he did not say anything while looking at the distance behind him, a 

silhouette appeared. He was surprised but not by much. 400,000 miles in six hours was not slow. 

Qing Shui retrieved Thunderous Beast and immediately used Nine Palace Steps to disappear from his 

original location. He hid himself behind a nearby boulder. He was curious to find out who could rush 

over in such a short amount of time. He was in a good mood, so he decided to find out what those 

people wanted to do here. 

There were three elders. Taking a quick glance, Qing Shui was left in shock. 

Lion King’s Ridge! 

These three belonged to Lion King’s Ridge. Their mount was the Silver-winged Lightning Eagle; it was a 

mutated beast. The beast’s size was not large at roughly 30 meters. Their battle ability was not strong 

either. Their strength was its excellent flying capabilities with high speed and endurance. 

Silver-winged Lightning Eagle was not a battle beast. They could not compete in strength with other 

beasts but there were very few that could catch up to it in terms of speed. That was the balancing 

factor. 



Silver-winged Lightning Eagle was Lion King’s Ridge’s iconic flying mount. Their members were all beast 

tamers; thus, they had the ability to tame one Silver-winged Lightning Eagle as a mount and other beasts 

as battle beasts. 

Qing Shui had thought earlier that members of Lion King’s Ridge would arrive together. Now he realized 

that they were probably scattered about. At least these three elders had separated themselves from the 

group. Were they tempting Qing Shui to attack? 

Qing Shui felt that something was wrong about attacking the underlings of Lion King’s Ridge on the first 

day of entering the Ancient Ruins. In addition, these three elders’ appearance could mean that there 

were more coming. 

“What formidable Violet Lightning! Old Fifth, Old Sixth, look at the Thunderstones. If we could retrieve 

those, our trip would not be in vain.” The elder in the middle said hopefully while staring at Thunder 

Mountain. His voice was loud and his body was tall and sturdy. He had wide nose, large mouth and thick 

brow. His eyes were round and close together. His hair was completely black. Though there was not a 

shred of him resembling an elder, with his imposing manner, Qing Shui knew for sure that he was an 

elder. 

“Fourth elder brother, we can only look at it. I believe nobody arriving this time will be able to retrieve 

the Thunderstones,” the taller elder to the left said with some pity. 

This elder was taller but not as sturdy as the elder in the middle. This elder emitted a vigor that was 

swift and fierce like a sword. His cold and piercing eyes left a strong impression in people’s minds. 

“That’s right Old Fifth, when we first entered, do you remember that little girl?” The last short elder 

spoke. He was around the same status as the other two. 

“Which ones?” 

“The girl with the Seven-headed Crystal Beast,” Old Sixth said while looking at the other two. 

After hearing the words from those three, Qing Shui felt an impulse from within. It was fortunate that he 

decided not to leave. He had wanted to attack at a later date but it looked as though he would have to 

take their heads today. 

“Oh, now that you mention it I think I have a recollection. And what of it? Did you want to steal the 

Seven-headed Crystal Beast?” The tall and sturdy elder questioned. 

“I have a low quality Sacred Beast Pill in my possession. If we can subdue them and the Seven-headed 

Crystal Beast than we can snatch it. This type of Spiritual Beast of Heaven and Earth is a top-tier 

existence in Lion King’s Ridge,” Old Sixth said as he got more excited. 

If the beast was tamed they would have to kill the master. Even if they did kill the master, to tame a 

beast that had been tamed once, was several times more difficult. If the person that wanted to tame 

that beast was the one who killed the original master, then the possibility to tame the beast was at the 

absolute lowest. 

“Oh, it would be possible with the Sacred Beast Pill. But to subdue the Seven-headed Crystal Beast here 

would be quite difficult,” Old Fifth said frowning. 



“If the opposition was in possession of the Seven-headed Crystal Beast, their strength would not be 

weak. The three of us would be barely enough to match.” 

“That little girl was not strong, she was able to tame the Seven-headed Crystal Beast because of some 

other reason. Mn, fourth elder brother, I suddenly remember that little girl resembles someone. Even 

though she was wearing a veil, the charm, grace and style did not change…” 

“Mn, once you mention that, I also thought of it. It was that person that the young master wanted to 

engage. The engagement that was a troublesome uproar.” 

“The Ridge Master does not allow us to speak of this matter. It has already been so many years. No 

matter right or wrong, we need to solve the problem at the beginning. The fact that the pair of Yiye 

clan’s youngster had escaped was the truth. Looks like we will have to report this to the eldest brother.” 

The furrows in Old Fourth’s forehead deepened as he spoke. 

“Fourth elder brother should not be worried, as long as Yiye clan does not produce an offspring with the 

Heart of Seven Orifices, they will have no hope. The boy and girl that had escaped did not bear the Heart 

of Seven Orifices. Even if they tamed a Seven-headed Crystal Beast this would not change the result. 

However, the root of the problem could still occur. Even though the boy and girl that escaped did not 

possess the Heart of Seven Orifices, if they have their own offspring, their younger generation could 

possess the Heart of Seven Orifices. After several years, they would be the biggest threat to Lion King’s 

Ridge.” 

Qing Shui had a worried expression on his face but internally he wanted to laugh. They were unlucky. 

Although Yiye Jiange and Yiye Tian were not possessors of the Heart of Seven Orifices, the daughter of 

Yiye Tian had the Heart of Seven Orifices. Further, she had already matured into an adult. The 

formidable Heart of Seven Orifices will soon blossom the brightest radiance. 

Currently, Qing Shui could not allow these three to report to the higher-ups of Lion King’s Ridge. Due to 

the Heart of Seven Orifices, Lion King’s Ridge had been in pursuit of members of the Yiye clan that had 

escaped. 

Qing Shui held a 10,000 year Coldsteel Bead, that had been soaked in poison, in his hand. To deal with 

the three in front of him, Qing Shui did not need to resort to fair and honest methods. Especially when 

they were formidable Beast Tamers. 

Qing Shui wanted to test the formidability of the Thunderous Beast. He summoned it from the Realm of 

the Violet Jade Immortal. Even though it had used Violet Lightning Strike twice, the passage of time 

within Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal was different. A day within the Realm of the Violet Jade 

Immortal was less than 15 minutes in the real word. Thus, he was not worried about Thunderous Beast 

being able to use Violet Lightning Strike again. 

Ancient Ruin was not bound by the rules of heaven and earth. This made Qing Shui a bit reactive. Qing 

Shui could not correctly perceive the three elder’s actual strengths. He could guess that they were not 

below himself, could even be stronger than him. However, having a high strength did not equate to high 

lethality. Strength did not determine everything. Winning and losing was also determined by method 

and technique. 

Thunderous Beast! 



Qing Shui had no need of hiding his strength. He immediately summoned the Thunderous Beast in front 

of them. At the same time, Thunderous Beast roared into the sky. It was as though an explosion 

happened in the sky. 

A ten-meter large net-like violet lightning flew towards the three. The speed was so fast, it disappeared 

in the blink of an eye. The violet light shone brightly, the beating violet electric current could frighten 

anyone. 

Thunderbolt! 

Thunderbolt was casted in an instant. The bombardment struck the left side of the tall elder. Perhaps 

the opposition was still in a shocked state, since they were startled by being hit with Thunderbolt. Or 

perhaps it was the formidability of Thunderous Beast’s current strength. 

Qing Shui’s swept the Big Dipper Sword in his right hand. 

Sixth Wave Great Golden Buddha Palm! 

Qing Shui did not save any strength. It was for the best if he could eliminate them in one hit. Thus, at the 

instant that he had rushed out, Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation had been used. 

Sixth Wave Great Golden Buddha Palm mainly sealed the Elder’s backdoor. 

All of this occurred within an instant. The moment the tall and sturdy elder dodged and then received 

Qing Shui’s Sixth Wave Great Golden Buddha Palm, Qing Shui fired the 10,000 year Coldsteel Bead that 

had soaked in poison like a meteor towards the elder. It had left a radiant black streak in the air. 

Thunderbolt, Thunderbolt… 

At this time, Thunderous Beast fired five Thunderbolts consecutively. Qing Shui could see the tall elder 

with a face of shock. Violet Lightning Strike had already landed, though it did not hit anyone directly, the 

tall elder right shoulder had taken a hit. All of a sudden, the right side of his body went numb. 

Old Sixth was not affected but instead rapidly rush towards the Thunderous Beast. Qing Shui was 

worried at first but once he thought of Thunderous Beast’s Thunder Flash passive ability, he was 

reassured. 

There were not many that could match Thunderous Beast’s speed right now, thus Qing Shui was not 

worried. 

Roar… 

Suddenly, several giant beasts appeared beside Old Sixth. Qing Shui did not have enough time to see 

what beasts they were because he felt fluctuations of spirit energy surrounding him. 

Qing Shui did not dare to be careless. Though he was nervous, he quickly summoned Golden Scaled 

Dragon Elephant. 

Vajra Subdues Demons! 

Emperor’s Qi! 



A faint golden ring of light surrounded them. Qing Shui’s Emperor’s Qi also pressed towards them. 

Around ten targets were affected. The sudden change in the battle left the three elders of Lion King’s 

Ridge startled. After all they had lost 30% of their original strength. It would be weird if they were not 

startled. 

Qing Shui took this opportunity to glance over at Thunderous Beast. He found it calmly mixed within the 

others. Its body was covered in a violet light. Thunderbolts continuously fell upon the surrounding 

beasts and the three elders. 

Qing Shui wanted to laugh. The current Thunderous Beast was frightening. It was definitely the king of 

control type beasts. Though it looked busy trying to control several beasts and two strong elders, he 

knew that Thunderous Beast would get used to it quickly. This was its first experience in this type of 

battle. 

Chapter 1072 - Starts to KIll, Lion King’s Imprint, Thunderous Beast’s Two Consecutive Violet Lightning 

Strike 

Roc’s Might! 

Qing Shui’s powerful aura was sent out in all directions. The pressure in the area was strong to begin 

with and the three old men were more or less affected by the world’s pressure. Therefore, his aura 

didn’t affect the three old men in the least but it was still effective towards their demonic beasts. 

Dragon Transcends the Sky! 

Qing Shui’s Big Dipper Sword pierced out fiercely. There was still a hundred meter distance but with a 

small leap, he managed to close in by several tens of meters. A silvery gray-colored flaming python 

dashed out from the tip of his sword and a soul-shaking cry rang out. 

Break! 

The primordial flames python was the thickness of a person’s lower thigh. It shot out in a straight line. It 

was hard to tell if the twisted-looking head was that of a Jiao or python or the legendary dragon. It 

exuded an extremely sharp aura. 

Boom! 

Pa pa… 

The Thunderous Beast’s Violet Thunder Chain Lightning was very terrifying and although that ‘Old Fifth’ 

had done his best to avoid being struck in fatal spots, his paralyzed state heavily affected his 

movements. In a battle like this, a slight mistake could be fatal. He tried his hardest to avoid being hit in 

the vital spots but he was still struck on the shoulder and was sent flying backward. 

His right shoulder was crippled. The side effects of the numbing were still very great. Most importantly, 

his movements and senses had been seriously affected. Another thing was that when his body felt 

numb, his defenses, senses, and other aspects would all be affected. 

Qing Shui crippled one of Old Fifth’s shoulder and his Primordial Flame Whip flashed repeatedly and 

whipped out toward the few demonic beasts. Most of these demonic beasts were very weak and could 



only attempt to fend off his whip but they quickly cried out terribly. One of them was even whipped 

until its head had exploded and it died. 

Violet Thunder Chain Lightning! 

The Thunderous Beast’s agile body escaped from being surrounded by the ‘Old Sixth’ and the few 

demonic beasts, landing consecutive Thunderbolts on the old man called Old Fifth. The tall old man with 

a strong build and the other demonic beasts were not far away. They were trying to protect Old Fifth, 

hoping that Old Sixth could join them and deal with the young man after he had dealt with the 

Thunderous Beast. 

However, what had caught them by surprise was that the demonic beast’s speed was elusive like that of 

a ghost. Additionally, its resistance against damages was also very great. It was to the extent that when 

a demonic beast had attacked the Thunderous Beast, it was paralyzed and its head exploded. 

The Thunderous Beast’s speed was amazingly fast and the prowess of the Violet Thunder Chain 

Lightning was very powerful as well. Although Qing Shui didn’t know for sure how powerful it was, there 

was still another terrifying reason, which was the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal’s Spirit Gathering 

Lamp. 

The Spirit Gathering Lamp could increase the prowess of the Violet Lightning Strike, Thunderbolt, Violet 

Thunder Chain Lightning, and other attacks by one fold. This increase was considered extremely 

powerful and it seemed that it also provided a strong spirit energy resistance. 

When the three old men from the Lion King’s Ridge were attacked by the Thunderous Beast, they had all 

activated their Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation. The tall and burly old man’s Demonic Beast Armor 

Manifestation was a Black Ember Lion while the other two old men’s were an Ice Rat and a Giant Ox 

respectively. 

Through Qing Shui’s spiritual sense, he could tell that the tall and burly old man’s Black Ember Lion was 

the best. However, that Ice Rat also had its amazing factors and it should be able to increase its 

resistance and speed by quite a lot. 

Mighty Dragon Elephant Stomp! 

The Golden Scaled Dragon Elephant which had been close to Qing Shui all this time unleashed a stomp 

which covered a huge area, causing rocks to shatter and the whole world to turn into chaos. However, 

with the Golden Scaled Dragon Elephant’s current damaging prowess, it wasn’t sufficient to harm 

anyone. It would only provide some threat to the ten or more demonic beasts in the area. 

Dizziness! 

What surprised Qing Shui was that the Thunderous Beast had worked together and unleashed its Violet 

Thunder Chain Lightning, causing the dizzy opponent‘s head to explode. 

As the Thunderous Beast had held down two out of the three old men, only Old Sixth was leading the 

demonic beasts to kill it. At this moment, Qing Shui calmed himself down and took out the Soulshake 

Bell. 



He needed to end this battle as soon as possible and also wanted to test out the Soulshake Bell. 

Therefore, he rapidly shook the Soulshake Bell in his hands. 

The strange and piercing sound rang out strongly. One of the Star Horn Devils tore apart the Copper Ox 

King next to it with its huge sharp horns. The entire scene was extremely chaotic. 

By then, Old Sixth was already very close to the Thunderous Beast. Suddenly, with a wave of the 

truncheon-like weapon in his hands, a huge staff-like shadow was formed. 

The Ice Rat shadow on Old Sixth also let out a squeaky sound which was extremely piercing. As it cried 

out, the huge staff-like shadow increasingly condensed itself and grew bigger. 

Heaven and Earth Club! 

Everything appeared to be very slow but was in fact happening at a very high speed. The Thunderous 

Beast kept on using its Thunderbolt and the violet light on its body was getting increasingly brighter. 

When Qing Shui saw the huge staff coming down on the Thunderous Beast, he wanted to use his 

primordial flame dragon to save it. However, it was then when he saw the tall and burly old man 

swinging his large saber. 

Lion King’s Imprint! 

A huge image of the black lion pounced toward Qing Shui with a domineering aura coming down. 

Qing Shui was just about to use his Divinity Protection when the Thunderous Beast sent him a message 

through his consciousness, telling him that it could handle the situation. 

Roar! 

The powerful aura from that huge staff-like shadow restricted the Thunderous Beast’s movements and it 

was unable to dodge the attack. Therefore, it could only perform the Lion King’s Imprint to receive the 

attack. Its Lion King’s Imprint and Violet Thunder Protection allowed it to reduce the damage received 

by half. However, despite this, the Thunderous Beast still let out a low roar. It spewed out blood from its 

huge mouth and was sent flying back. 

This moment, Qing Shui’s heart ached. After all, this was a demonic beast he had brought up since it was 

young. Even in his previous life, if his pet which he had brought up since young was beaten up to the 

extent that it spewed out blood, he would also feel very pained and angry. 

Buddha’s True Eyes! 

Qing Shui was infuriated! 

The huge Buddha image appeared. He wanted to get rid of the tall and burly old man who was holding 

him back, and under the effect of Buddha’s True Eyes, his primordial flame dragon wrapped around that 

huge Lion King’s Imprint. 

Pfft pfft… 



Under the effect of the Buddha’s True Eyes, Qing Shui was slightly stronger. This made him feel even 

more worried since he had no advantages at all in this fight. It seemed that he would still need to 

upgrade his own strength and treasures. 

Although Qing Shui was battling it out with that tall and burly old man, his gaze hadn’t left the 

Thunderous Beast. 

The place where the Thunderous Beast had flown out to was filled with a brilliant violet light. Qing Shui 

felt more at ease since this was the Lightning Recovery. 

Lightning Recovery: The Thunderous Beast grew up in the Golden Buddha Aura Lotus, harnessing an 

extremely powerful self-recovery ability. Using Lightning Recovery, the Thunderous Beast can 

immediately heal 70% of its injuries on its body. Its natural restoration speed will also increase by 

tenfold for an hour. After two uses, the cooldown time will be two hours. 

Violet Lightning Strike! 

In mid-air, the Thunderous Beast dashed toward ‘OId Sixth’ with a flash and performed the Violet 

Lightning Strike. This was an attack which would definitely hit, the opponent would be unable to avoid, 

and there was a 100% chance of creating a numbing effect. It was just that time the numbing effect 

would last was related to the opponent’s strength. 

‘Old Sixth’ avoided being struck in the head and was hit in the shoulder. At that moment, the 

Thunderous Beast’s second Violet Lightning Strike struck out even faster than the first, targeting Old 

Sixth’s head. 

Old Sixth’s body was numbed by the first Violet Lightning Strike and as he watched, the second Violet 

Lightning Strike came at him with a speed that was faster than shooting stars. He could only watch in 

terror and was unable to move. 

Pfft! 

One’s head was always the weakest spot, and as he was numbed, he couldn’t even put up his defenses. 

This was how terrifying the Violet Lightning Strike was and how terrifying two consecutive usage of the 

Violet Lightning Strike was. This was also why Qing Shui had been so concerned earlier if it could use the 

Violet Lightning Strike for two consecutive times. 

Another reason was also because the Thunderous Beast had incessantly attacked ‘Old Sixth’ with its 

Thunderous Beast. Could it be that it was setting up a foundation for the Violet Lightning Strike…? 

Without his head, it would be useless even if there was any miraculous medicine which could bring one 

back to life. Moreover, even miraculous medicine was only effective toward people who had died for 

less than the time it took for an incense to burn. There were also certain conditions required for such a 

medicine to work, such as that the person couldn’t be without his head or have their body crushed. 

With ‘Old Sixth’ being killed, the battle went into a short standstill. The remaining two old men from 

Lion King’s Ridge were unable to accept this fact. It was because the whole thing had happened after the 

Thunderous Beast was dealt a heavy blow. However, in the blink of an eye, the seriously injured 

Thunderous Beast had instantly killed ‘Old Sixth’. 



The abrupt situation also caused Qing Shui to be quite astonished. Although he had thought that this 

could happen, he was still quite surprised since all these had been done by the Thunderous Beast. Right 

now, he finally knew that demonic beasts seemed to be even better at applying their battle techniques 

than humans. Qing Shui finally got to see this with his own eyes today. 

Violet Thunder Chain Lightning! 

The Thunderous Beast killed a demonic beast with the Violet Thunder Chain Lightning. Two of them 

escaped. After the effect of the Soulshake Bell from earlier, there were only three out of the over ten 

demonic beasts left. 

One of Old Fifth’s arms were crippled and it was impossible to recover from such a serious injury within 

a short amount of time. The three old men from the Lion King’s Ridge had lost half their battle prowess 

and they lost an even more considerable number of their tamed beasts. Only three relatively stronger 

demonic beasts were left, but they didn’t pose too much of a threat. After all, they weren’t powerful 

existences like the Six-Headed Windfire Wolf and the Seven-Headed Crystal Beast. 

“Who are you? Why are you attacking members of the Lion King’s Ridge? Aren’t you afraid that Lion 

King’s Ridge would look for you to seek revenge?” The tall and burly old man looked at Qing Shui. 

“One is already dead and another is injured. If I were to say that we should stop here and make peace, 

do you think it’s possible?” Qing Shui smiled and said. 

He didn’t have any good impression of the Lion King’s Ridge. While one would like the things the people 

he loved did, the same went for hatred. Ever since Qing Shui learned about the matter between Yiye 

Jiange and Lion King’s Ridge, he had started to bear hatred toward this great sect that he had never met 

before. 

“What if I say it’s possible?” 

After the tall and burly man said this, he suddenly moved and his Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation, 

the Black Ember Lion let out a high-pitched cry toward Qing Shui. Its cry was as if it was real. At the same 

time, the old man swung about his large saber, quickly forming a Lion King’s Imprint. After completing 

the series of actions, the old man’s pitch black saber slashed toward Qing Shui. The old man was best 

with his saber. It was just that ordinary people would tend to have weaker spirit energy and he had 

previously felt that it would be easier to get rid of Qing Shui using spirit energy. He now knew how 

wrong he was. 

Looking at the old man’s ‘slyness’, Qing Shui broke into a smile of disdain. The tip of his Big Dipper 

Sword split into two and two primordial flame dragons that were as thick as an adult’s arm dashed out. 

Wherever they passed by, the air would be as if there was an explosion. 

After the Qing Shui and the tall burly old man engaged in battle, the Thunderous Beast pounced toward 

the ‘Old Fifth’ who was at the back. Its speed was so fast that it was indescribable and continued to 

attack with its Thunderbolt incessantly once again. 

When the tall and burly old man saw the Thunderous Beast pouncing toward ‘Old Fifth’, he was shocked 

and wanted to head back. However, how could Qing Shui let him have his way? 

Buddha’s True Eyes! 



Chapter 1073 - Finished, Killing, Low Grade Sacred Beast Pill 

Buddha’s True Eyes! 

Qing Shui used his Buddha’s True Eyes on the tall and burly old man. At the same time, he activated his 

Nine Palace Steps’ Reversal of Qiankun, switching their positions. He then used the Nine Palace Steps 

once again. This time around, his target was Old Fifth. 

Although the tall and burly old man’s reaction was fast enough, when something like this occurred, 

there was bound to be a moment of reaction lapse. In a fight between experts, just a short moment 

could cause one to lose their life. 

On the way, Qing Shui grabbed a 10,000 Years Frosted Iron Ball while the Thunderous Beast spewed out 

the Violet Thunder Chain Lightning. 

This was the opportunity that Qing Shui had been waiting for. He swung his Big Dipper Sword and 

confined Old Fifth with the Sixth Waves of the Great Golden Buddha Palm. The Violet Thunder Chain 

Lightning also encompassed Old Fifth like a big net. 

One of Old Fifth’s shoulders were crippled. In addition, he was struck by Thunderbolt for such a long 

period of time. Once this attack held him back, there was only one thing left for him—death. 

Old Fifth could be said to have his entire body in a state of numbness and he was also injured. He was 

consumed in a state of terror and then everything quietened down. Qing Shui’s mind seemed to have 

calmed down now. 

Once held back by the Thunderous Beast, if one didn’t have any special treasure to escape, they would 

end up in a terrible state. Old Fifth’s death caused one of the remaining three demonic beasts to run. It 

had already been on tenterhooks because of Qing Shui’s Soulshake Bell and had only stayed because Old 

Fifth was its master. However, after seeing Old Fifth’s death, it just made its escape. 

The whole battlefield seemed to have suddenly become irreversible, leaving only the tall and burly old 

man. When Qing Shui saw the old man’s gaze, he knew that the latter no longer had any will to fight. 

However, Qing Shui didn’t plan on letting him escape. 

Nine Palace Steps, So Close Yet Worlds Apart! 

Divinity Protection! 

Before using Divinity Protection, Qing Shui let out the Marrow Nibbling Golden Silkworm in his Central 

Palace Blood Essence Pool. Qing Shui’s action caused the old man to be frightened and he had no choice 

but to quickly take action. He now didn’t have any more hesitations but only endless fury. 

Die! Sacrificial Sabre Lion King Slash! 

The huge pitch black battle sabre seemed as if it was alive, and a faint image of a ferocious black lion 

appeared atop it. It exuded a cold and corrosive power as it slashed toward Qing Shui with eerie-looking 

black flames. 

This attack caused the surroundings to be encompassed by darkness. The powerful confinement power 

it had even caused Qing Shui to feel a great impact. 



Nature Energy, State of Immovable as Mountains! 

Qing Shui circulated these two skills to their limits and retreated. He wasn’t very worried since he still 

had the Divinity Protection and the Marrow Nibbling Golden Silkworm had already entered his 

opponent’s body. 

Boom! 

The ‘Black Lion King Sabre’ slashed down towards Qing Shui but was reflected by a faint golden glow. 

However, Qing Shui was still sent flying backward while the old man grabbed his head and howled in 

agony. 

The Marrow Nibbling Golden Silkworm was extremely vicious, killing without any notice. As long as it 

attacked from a very close distance, the chances of it failing wouldn’t be high. This was unless the 

opponent’s body was really indestructible or that his spirit energy was so high that he could kill the 

Marrow Nibbling Golden Silkworm in his body. 

Qing Shui had successfully fended off the attack by the Marrow Nibbling Golden Silkworm once, and 

that was also when he had managed to subdue it. The reason he had succeeded was because of his Yin-

Yang Image as well as the activation of the Central Palace Blood Essence Pool. Most importantly, the 

Marrow Nibbling Golden Silkworm’s strength right now was not comparable to what it was back then. 

The agonized cry stopped very quickly and the tall and burly old man, Old Fourth, fell to the ground. 

Qing Shui walked up to him to recall the Marrow Nibbling Golden Silkworm. Old Fourth’s head was 

crushed and now, Qing Shui felt very relaxed. He also increasingly felt that this trump card was very 

useful. 

He turned to look at the Thunderous Beast which was still covered in a brilliant violet aura. It still had its 

Lion King’s Ridge activated and its recovery abilities were ten times as fast as usual. Qing Shui kept the 

Thunderous Beast. The two consecutive Violet Lightning Strikes could kill an old man from the Lion 

King’s Ridge like this instantly. 

Life was very fragile. These three old men would be a fearful existence no matter where they went but 

they were all laid to rest here. Power. Only power decided everything. In this world where power was 

revered, if one didn’t have any power, they would be nothing. 

Qing Shui retrieved their Interspatial Silk Sachets and weapons, then waved his hand to ‘incremate’ their 

corpses with primordial flames. When one was going around in this world, they must be prepared for 

things like this. 

After everything was taken care of, Qing Shui used the Nine Continents Steps to leave. He knew that 

Lion King’s Ridge would know of the three old men’s death very soon but none of their belongings were 

left behind. In the end, they would only be able to find out that the three old men had died but it should 

be hard to find out how they died. Moreover, since they were in the Ancient Ruins, it was even harder to 

determine how they had died. 

Not long after Qing Shui left, over ten people appeared at the place. There were people from Lion King’s 

Ridge as well as some other people. The person in the lead was an old man dressed in silver clothes, 



equally tall and burly. His beard and hair were all silvery white and were a foot long. However, he 

exuded a mysterious aura. 

“There are traces of a battle lingering here. It’s likely that Old Fourth, Old Fifth, and Old Sixth are no 

longer alive.” 

The silver clothed old man stood in the middle of the place where the fight had occurred. He closed his 

eyes and slowly spoke with a low voice. It was hard to tell that there were any emotional fluctuations 

from him. 

“Third Brother, how is this possible? They were together… Could it be that they had encountered some 

ancient beasts? But there’s none here.” An old man looked at the silver clothed old man and said in 

astonishment. 

“13th, they were killed by some other cultivators.” When the old man spoke, his eyes opened 

electrifyingly and stared into the distance. 

“What kind of person would be able to kill 4th, 5th, 6th Brothers and over ten powerful demonic beasts 

in such a short amount of time? Could it be that they had many people…” 

“There weren’t many of them, probably not more than three. 13th, go inform Eldest Brother and let him 

tell the others to be careful. Someone is after members of our Lion King’s Ridge.” The silver-clothed old 

man sighed and said. 

Seven members from Lion King’s Ridge stayed behind while the rest left. Those people didn’t come 

along with Lion King’s Ridge, but just crossed paths coincidentally. The guy called 13th left as well. 

“Let’s go and search around to see if we can find out anything.” The silver-clothed old man leaped into 

the air while the others followed. 

However, they didn’t know that Qing Shui was already 400,000 li away. 

Yin winds! 

The moment Qing Shui came here, he could sense the powerful yin winds in the area. It was still a little 

dark here, as if it was the end of the world. The yin winds in the area seemed to desire to sweep away 

humans’ souls. 

The world’s pressure was increasingly powerful. Thankfully, Qing Shui could ignore the impact. 

Otherwise, even his movements would be greatly affected. Because he had cultivated the and Nature 

Energy, even the yin winds in the surroundings didn’t affect him much. 

In the Ancient Ruins, the ancient beasts were not the only terrifying aspect. Even natural disasters could 

stop these powerful cultivators in their tracks. If one didn’t have a few pieces of treasures or some 

unique skills with them, they wouldn’t be able to take a single step forward. 

After sensing that there were no dangers around him with his spiritual sense, Qing Shui entered the 

Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal directly. 

He would have to spend six hours in the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal and it was about time for him 

to do so. He performed the Nine Continents Steps once again and then returned. 



Earlier, after using the Nine Continents Steps, he had realized that the area was a mountain range. He 

had even seen a huge demonic beast with a scale armor that was the size of a small mountain. Qing Shui 

headed back without any hesitation and planned to check the place out the next day. 

He returned to the place with strong yin winds and then entered the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal 

to cultivate and rest. He also wanted to take a look at the three Interspatial Silk Sachets while he was at 

it. 

Actually, what Qing Shui was interested in was the low grade Sacred Beast Pill Old Sixth had mentioned. 

It could allow one to tame powerful demonic beasts without taking into concern one’s cultivation level. 

It could even allow one to tame a powerful existence like the Seven-Headed Crystal Beast. Qing Shui was 

full of anticipation for this. 

Qing Shui was in no hurry to open Old Sixth’s Interspatial Silk Sachet but started with Old Fourth’s whose 

Interspatial Silk Sachets was of the highest grade and was the most powerful. 

After the owner of Interspatial Silk Sachets die, they would become ownerless and one would only be 

required to wipe off the spirit energy mark left behind. If a person couldn’t do it themselves, they could 

get someone to help them. 

Qing Shui naturally didn’t need any help for that. Putting aside the fact that his spirit energy exceeded 

that of his opponents, even if it didn’t, he would have a way to erase the mark. The effects of Nature 

Energy, Shield attack and Yin-Yang Image were all very mysterious. 

After successfully wiping off the spirit energy marks left behind by the old man, he looked into the 

sachet and broke into a smile. This Interspatial Silk Sachet was really good. It was both ten meters in 

length, width, and height and could be considered as quite a powerful Interspatial Silk Sachet. One 

which had a volume of 1000 cubic meters was considered to be very big. 

In such a big space, there was a bed, a desk, a tent, wardrobe, as well as a pile of gold coins, food, things 

to use, water… 

There were also many medicinal herbs as well as some strange items. There were many books and 

bottles on the desk. 

Qing Shui was very happy. All of these items were quite good and even if he had no use for them, 

Heavenly Palace and his family palace would be able to use them. There were also some strange items 

which could have other uses. 

Qing Shui’s first target was the bottles on the desk. He took them all out. 

Vitality Moisturizer, Blood Staunching Powder, Living Blood Pellet, Poison Avoidance Pill… 

Fish King Pill, Heartbreak Powder, low grade Sacred Beast Pill… 

“Hmm, low grade Sacred Beast Pill?” Qing Shui was stunned. He was sure that this Interspatial Silk 

Sachet did not belong to that ‘Old Sixth’. 

To think that there were three bottles of low grade Sacred Beast Pills. Qing Shui opened them up to find 

that there were only two in each bottle, one big and one small. He then looked at a piece of paper at the 

bottom with a description written on it. 



Qing Shui understood after reading it. This was a medicinal pill that was similar to a Divine Marionette 

but was much weaker in comparison. However, these low grade Sacred Beast Pills were still very 

powerful and even the Elders of Lion King’s Ridge might not necessarily have them. Earlier, when Qing 

Shui had heard Old Sixth mentioned that he was going to subdue the Seven-Headed Crystal Beast with 

the low grade Sacred Beast Pill, he already knew how rare these things were. 

However, he hadn’t expected that this Old Fourth who had remained silent actually had three bottles of 

these. It seemed like he couldn’t bear to use them and wanted to use them when there were suitable 

demonic beasts. 

Only Lion King’s Ridge had low grade Sacred Beast Pill. As for whether they could still refine them, 

outsiders have no idea. Lion King’s Ridge would only reward loyal and powerful people in the sect or 

from the main branch. In principle, it allowed one to subdue extremely powerful demonic beasts but the 

prerequisite was that the person must get the demonic beast they wished to tame to eat that bigger 

Sacred Beast Pill. 

Chapter 1074 - The Legendary Sacred Jade Divine Stone, The Divine Cast Stone 

The beauty of the low grade Sacred Beast Pill was that it enabled the weak beasts to self-defend or even 

become powerful with the assistance of a powerful cultivator. However, without the assistance of a 

powerful cultivator, this low grade Sacred Beast Pellet would basically be ineffective because it would be 

like a poison to powerful demonic beasts. Hence, it would be very difficult to make the beast consume 

it. 

However, Qing Shui loved this a lot. This Sacred Beast Pill was simply too useful and also the best thing 

he had for now. It was a pity that it was only a low grade Sacred Beast Pill. If it was a high, supreme, or 

even a legendary grade Sacred Beast Pill, it could not only tame the beast but the beast would also act 

like a Divine Marionette and allow the strength of the tamer to significantly increase. Too bad this was 

only good for one time use. 

The Divine Marionette from back then was a special thing. Its ability was particularly powerful to allow 

Qing Shui’s strength to grow continuously along with the demonic beast. 

Just this Sacred Beast Pill alone was a priceless treasure due to its rarity, even the Lion King’s Ridge 

possessed only a very limited number of them. On top of that, these pills also had certain restriction in 

which an ordinary person was only allowed to use it once. Perhaps people with powerful spirit energy 

may be able to tame a few demonic beasts since the spirit energy used for taming demonic beasts was 

closely connected to strength. Hence, even if an ordinary person had many Sacred Beast Pills and other’s 

help, it’d still be useless. It was still better for one to improve their strength by relying on themselves in 

cultivation. External items were only good for enhancement. 

The rest of the medicinal pills were not surprising to Qing Shui. However, they were still quite decent for 

treating injuries or for detoxification. If these were heard by the late ‘Old Fourth’, he would definitely be 

so pissed that he would come back to life again from his death. 

He only briefly glimpsed through the rest of the things. Even the most decent ones among them were 

dispensable to Qing Shui. 



An exquisite little jade-colored stone appeared before him all of a sudden. It seemed to be brimming 

with Spiritual Qi. 

Qing Shui’s eyes lit up and he immediately took the stone in his hand as he wondered what could this 

item be. It was jade in color and looked like the type of thing that was small, yet appeared to be very 

impressive. After he pondered for another moment, he quickly activated his Heavenly Vision Technique 

and examined it. 

Sacred Jade Divine Stone: A miraculous object of the legend. A type of Spiritual Stone of Heaven and 

Earth that allows one to leap as he wishes within the radius of 100 li. Can be used ten times a day. 

Usage: Hold in hand, walk around as you wish! 

Qing Shui was flabbergasted. He remembered the changes in the countenance of the tall and burly old 

man. He must had considered if he should flee at that time. When Qing Shui thought about this again, 

he realized how using the Marrow Nibbling Golden Silkworm back then was a wise move. 

Leaping 100 li every time was considered very powerful, even Qing Shui’s current spiritual sense 

couldn’t be expanded any further. This was even under the circumstances that Qing Shui was powerful 

enough. If he leapt two times with the Sacred Jade Divine Stone and then escape with a flying beast, it 

would be very difficult for his opponents to pursue him. This could be considered a Divine grade object 

for fleeing because it allowed the user to go anywhere he desired, even if he was paralyzed. 

“Good stuff. Too bad it has to be held in hand.” Qing Shui looked at the jade stone that was only about 

three inches long. He then walked as he wished and instantly appeared at another spot in the Realm of 

Violet Jade Immortal. How magical! 

Qing Shui recalled that he already had the Nine Continents Steps which would grow powerful along with 

Nature Energy. Hence, he felt that this item was a little wasted on him. Although this item allowed one 

to go wherever their heart wished, it still had to be held in the hand. 

Qing Shui had seen introductions about this Sacred Jade Divine Stone in some of the books he read 

before. This Sacred Jade Divine Stone in his hand, that wasn’t any bigger than his palm, could be 

considered as very huge in size. Books had mentioned about the possibility to forge it into a ring to be 

worn around the finger. This was the most convenient way to use it, since it had to be held by hand 

when being used. 

Perhaps this was also the reason that created an opportunity for Qing Shui. Otherwise, the other party 

would have a higher chance of escaping if he had it in the palm of his hand at that time. 

However, forging the Sacred Jade Divine Stone required one to have a very powerful Art of Forging. 

Otherwise, the burly old man definitely wouldn’t have kept this stone in its original form up till now. 

The Sacred Jade Divine Stone was extremely hard and heat-resistant. It was no simple task to merely 

melt this stone and Qing Shui wasn’t too surprised about this either. He wondered if he was capable of 

forging it as this Sacred Jade Divine Stone wasn’t too huge. It was only about one inch thick and three 

inches long with nearly the width of two inches. If he were to forge it into a ring, he could make quite a 

number of it. 



Qing Shui was getting excited about this idea. He ought to do it. If he could forge it, it would definitely 

be the most practical item to have and also the most useful thing for self-preservation. The distance 

within 100 li was decent enough and on top of that, it could be used for up to ten times a day. Perhaps 

the effects would be even better if he succeeded in forging. He wasn’t worried about the effects being 

lowered, because he only had to focus on forging it successfully. Even at its worst, it would still retain 

the ability of this Sacred Jade Divine Stone as property. 

The only thing he had to worry about was whether he could successfully forge it. 

Qing Shui set the Sacred Jade Divine Stone aside as he continued to look at the other items. There 

weren’t too many of them left. His harvest had already exceeded his expectation by far and he felt 

especially cheerful right now. 

“Hm, this is the Divine Cast Stone?” 

Qing Shui’s eyes widened while he looked at the old looking stone that was about the size of a fist. It 

wasn’t very eye-catching and even the Spiritual Qi on it was very obscured. However, everything was 

clear to Qing Shui the moment he saw it. 

The tall and burly old man wasn’t able to forge it in time, or perhaps he hadn’t found a suitable 

forgesmith. Qing Shui couldn’t help but to laugh with the Divine Cast Stone in his hands. This thing was 

indeed something really good. 

The Divine Cast Stone could raise the success rate of forges by half and also add some attributes to it. It 

could be considered a relatively valuable item, just like the Silver Snake Grass in alchemy. However, it 

was more valuable than the Silver Snake Grass and even the Golden Snake Grass. But of course, this was 

from the perspective of a forgesmith. 

Just the value of this Divine Cast Stone that was about the size of a fist should be enough to match the 

low grade Sacred Beast Pill. 

Qing Shui wasn’t too confident at first but now, he felt that he shouldn’t have any problems. He was 

only worried if the current primordial flames would be enough to melt this Sacred Jade Divine Stone. 

If Qing Shui and everyone else around him could wear one of these Sacred Jade Divine Stone Rings, he 

would feel a lot more assured in his heart. Then there were also at least four bottles of low grade Sacred 

Beast Pill. Qing Shui had decided to save a bottle for his mother and also help her tame a powerful 

demonic beast. 

Qing Shui then remember his elder sister. However, he didn’t really have to worry as her Four-Eared 

Macaque was a formidable being. It would definitely grow into something impressive one day. There 

was no need to give Yiye Jiange and Luan Luan a ring either. 

Qing Shui also made up his mind to help Wenren Wu-shuang tame one demonic beast. As for the 

remaining two bottles, he decided to leave them for the Qing Clan because only by doing so, he would 

be able to leave them without any worries. 

With a clear plan in his mind, Qing Shui was very happy and he also felt very relaxed. He then quickly 

took a look at the other two Interspatial Silk Sachets. Other than the bottle of low grade Sacred Beast 

Pill in the Old Sixth’s Interspatial Silk Sachet, he was only satisfied with the alchemy recipe found in the 



Old Fifth’s Interspatial Silk Sachet. Other than those, nothing else had piqued his interests. Although the 

weapons, medicinal pills, ores and armors were quite decent, they were pretty useless to Qing Shui. 

Nothing could beat those four bottles of low grade Saint Beast Pills. This battle was really worth it as the 

Lion King’s Ridge indeed had a deep root. But Qing Shui had a feeling that this tall and burly old man 

definitely had some kind of special position in the Lion King’s Ridge that perhaps allowed him to 

embezzle. He must had had some other plans to bring these low grade Saint Beast Pills into the Ancient 

Ruins. For example, the Old Sixth could be thinking of snatching Yiye Jiange’s Seven-Headed Crystal 

Beast. Even if he didn’t, he probably thought of doing something to the ancient desolate beasts. 

Qing Shui cultivated and refined some things. He only started to smelt the Sacred Jade Divine Stone 

after he was fully recovered. He was stunned as soon as he tried to melt it, the powerful primordial 

flames were unable to melt the Sacred Jade Divine Stone. 

He faintly realized something. Why didn’t that tall and burly old man attempted to forge something, 

even when he had both the Sacred Jade Divine Stone and Divine Stone Cast. Could it be that he was 

unable to melt the Sacred Jade Divine Stone? 

He possessed the strongest primordial flames between Heaven and Earth and he was in disbelief. Qing 

Shui immediately used the Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation. Under its effect, the primordial flames 

were brought to their peak. 

Time ticked away little by little. Although Qing Shui had melted some metal that took a very long time to 

melt in the past, he’d usually know if something could be melted in two or four hours. Even if it was time 

consuming, at least he knew if it was possible to melt them. 

But now, another two hours had passed, the outcome still made him very depressed. Without much 

choice left, Qing Shui immediately manifested the Golden Buddha Image. This way, his spirit energy 

could be doubled once again and the intensity of his primordial flames would also be doubled. 

This was already Qing Shui’s trump card. As long as he could melt the Sacred Jade Divine Stone, he was 

confident that he would be able to forge it. 

In just a short while, beads of sweat already formed on Qing Shui’s forehead. Unwilling to give up, he 

persisted for another four hours and even consumed a Vital Essence Pill in between. In the end, he still 

had to reluctantly stop. At least now he knew why that old man from the Lion King’s Ridge didn’t forge 

this stone into a ring. 

He couldn’t help but to think of this as a pity. If he wanted to melt this Sacred Jade Stone, he would at 

least have to increase the temperature of his primordial flames by onefold. 

He couldn’t do anything aside from shaking his head. However, there were actually some other 

methods. For instance, cultivating the Heart of Roc to the Great Perfection Stage, having the Demonic 

Beast Armor Manifestation breakthrough the infancy stage or consuming a Fate Pill to double his spirit 

energy. 

Although there were quite a number of methods, it was a pity that most of them wouldn’t work because 

they were not within his control. It was very difficult to breakthrough within a short period, so much 

that even Qing Shui himself couldn’t believe the probability of it happening. 



Unable to smelt the Sacred Jade Divine Stone, he could only spend all the remaining time on cultivation 

and of course, refining demons and forging as well. 

……… 

By the time Qing Shui came out, it was almost midnight. The chilly wind here was stronger at night and 

he could even hear the wind howling. 

It was very silent here tonight, so silent that it was almost terrifying. If Qing Shui wasn’t brave enough 

thanks to his high skills, his surroundings were enough to frighten him to half death just by standing 

around here. 

Now that it was already the next day, Qing Shui had decided to take a walk around since he wasn’t 

sleepy. The environment was so poor and the Yin Qi was so thick. He wondered if it was because there 

were some treasures with Yin attribute lying around. 

This was just his intuitive thought. He then casually wandered around, as he searched if there were any 

mountains, caves or crypts. It was pitch black here at night. Even with Qing Shui’s powerful strength, he 

couldn’t see everything clearly like he could during day time. 

There were quite a lot of caves here, however there weren’t many living things around, especially 

demonic beasts. They were very rarely seen here. This place seemed to be forsaken and Qing Shui 

eventually realized that there were really nothing here he could search for. 

The sky gradually turned bright. Without realizing it, Qing Shui had already wander around for about six 

hours. He had some leftover fish that he retrieved from the Realm of Violet Jade Immortal for a simple 

meal. 

Qing Shui, who made no discoveries after a six hours search, decided to venture deeper. Just when he 

was about to perform the Nine Continents Steps, he stopped. He almost forgot what he had seen 

yesterday when he used the Nine Continents Steps, that scaly demonic beast that resembled a small hill. 

Chapter 1075 - Low Level Ancient Desolate Beast, The Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox 

Qing Shui hesitated for a while before he prepared himself. He held the Big Dipper Sword in his right 

hand and the Sacred Jade Divine Stone in his left. If the situation took a turn for worst, he could at least 

dodge within a small range. If things still didn’t work out, he could instantly use the Nine Continents 

Steps to leave the place. 

Qing Shui moved forward only after he scanned his surroundings. 

Nine Continents Steps! 

Qing Shui’s figure disappeared on the spot. When he cautiously reappeared at the place where he had 

appeared once yesterday, he discovered that the gigantic demonic beast which he had previously seen 

was gone. However, he couldn’t help but be stunned at the environment here. 

Due to the sighting of that gigantic demonic beast, he only managed to get a quick glimpse of this 

location yesterday. So he had basically used the Nine Continents Steps to return immediately without 

taking a look at the surroundings. It was only at this moment that he had good look around here. 



The spot that he reappeared with the Nine Continents Steps for these two times was actually not 

entirely accurate, some occasional inaccuracies were unavoidable. However, this inaccuracy would 

basically be limited to a range of ten li. But when Qing Shui was searching for some sort of cave around 

the yin wind region, the difference between the location when he used the Nine Continents Steps this 

time and the location he used the Nine Continents Steps yesterday weren’t exactly the same. Hence, a 

difference of 180 li would be normal too. 

The temperature here was warm like spring. A scene of flourishing life was everywhere. Even the sky 

was extremely clear and very sunny. The oppressive atmosphere was gone as well. 

“This feels good!” Qing Shui couldn’t help but think aloud. He sensed the rustle of leaves in the wind 

around him with his spiritual sense. 

There was still so many demonic and wild beasts here. From time to time, a flock of birds would be seen 

flying over the sky. Although these birds were raptors from his previous world, they could only be one of 

the weakest links in the food chain here. 

Qing Shui walked around the place unhurriedly. He was actually still thinking about that formidable 

armored demonic beast right now. He only took a quick glance at that time, so he didn’t manage to get a 

clear look at it. It was about the size of an average hill and was too frightening. He even wished to tame 

it or bring it back for Wu-shuang to tame it. But he was merely thinking about it now. He kept having the 

feeling that he was no match for it. 

Within a night’s time, who knew where had that formidable demonic beast ran to. Qing Shui could only 

extend his current spiritual sense so far while this type of formidable demonic beast would only need a 

short while to get hundreds to thousands of li away. 

Hence, this was only Qing Shui’s wishful thinking because the chances of running into it weren’t very 

high. It was impossible for him to completely search the surroundings. Moreover, there might be more 

formidable demonic beasts around here, unless it kept living in this region. 

Qing Shui rode on the Thunderous Beast and did a quick search of the area. Even though he only had a 

quick glimpse back then, he felt that that demonic beast should be a low level ancient desolate beast in 

this Ancient Ruins that had an ancient bloodline flowing within its body. 

Roar! 

Up till noon time, right when Qing Shui was getting ready for a short break, a muffled roar rang out from 

a distance. This type of sound was deep, yet ear-splitting. It sounded just like muffled thunder. 

Qing Shui’s face lit up. He instantly rushed towards the source of the sound. The Thunderous Beast’s 

speed was astonishingly fast. Within a short period of time, they had already arrived at the origin of the 

sound. When Qing Shui saw the scene right before his eyes, he was speechless. 

That was because two demonic beasts, as gigantic as hills, were in the process of breeding their next 

generation. Qing Shui was very bewildered. Was it necessary for these gigantic demonic beasts to be 

this loud while they were at it? 

These two demonic beasts belonged to the same species. One of them was the one which Qing Shui saw 

yesterday. Its body was fully covered in scales that were like a heavy set of armor. Its four limbs were 



thick like towering pillars and it had a huge, silver and malevolent head. On top of its head was a fiery 

huge red horn. 

It had a body akin to that of a bull, yet it was covered by bright red scales. There were some odd-looking 

rings beneath its four thick limbs. Qing Shui wouldn’t be able to tell what they were if he didn’t look 

closely enough. He was certain that this was an ancient desolate beast when he saw these rune-like 

haloes. These haloes were a symbol of the ancient bloodline. Other than its formidable self defense, it 

also possessed some special abilities. 

Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox! 

Furthermore, there were two of them! 

Qing Shui’s understanding on ancient desolate beast was only limited to the records written in the 

books. There were many books like this in the Main Continent. It wasn’t a secret either. Just like those 

dragon, phoenix, ancient divine beasts, ancient desolate beasts and the others from his previous world, 

everyone knew about them. They had even seen their pictures. But no one knew if they were real. As for 

those who claimed that they had truly seen them before were just making a joke. 

Qing Shui had discovered its existence through books all these while. Yet it had appeared right before 

his eyes now. Fortunately, this was the World of the Nine Continents. The things that had happened to 

him had been astonishing enough. Hence, he wasn’t really that astonished right now but was instead a 

little delighted. 

The Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox was the lowest graded ancient desolate beast in existence. But this 

lowest graded existence was still a very terrifying existence in the Five Continents. Qing Shui was 

standing somewhere not too far. He was sensing the aura of these two gigantic demonic beasts and 

realized that they were nothing compared to the Seven-Headed Crystal Beast without being under the 

laws of Heaven and Earth’s influence. However, it was far more formidable when compared to the Six-

Headed Windfire Wolf. 

He stood at a distance while he watched those two gigantic demonic beasts doing the thing that even 

demonic beasts loved doing. Luckily, it didn’t take too long. Qing Shui, who was standing not too far 

away, was already setting up a formation at this moment. 

Nine Palace Formation! 

This was a formation that Qing Shui had altered. As a matter of fact, he had removed the Eight Trigrams 

Formation from the Nine Palace Eight Trigrams Formation. The Nine Palace Formation could now be 

considered a trap formation. It had no destructive power, but it had a more powerful ability of captivity. 

Qing Shui did not wish to let go of this type of suitable ancient desolate beast. Unfortunately, there were 

simply too few low graded Sacred Beast Pills on him. Qing Shui wasn’t too interested in demonic beasts 

of this type of grade. Moreover, he only had four of these low graded Sacred Beast Pills. If he wished to 

leave with ease, he had to make good use of these four low graded Sacred Beast Pills. 

Hence, Qing Shui didn’t plan to keep one bottle for himself at all from the start. He had made up his 

mind to proceed to the four other continents this time. As long as there was no big incident, he would 

leave and he still had less than a year’s time. 



These two Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Oxen were a surprise to him. Qing Shui felt a little awkward 

watching them rubbing their heads against each other. He was in dilemma as to whether he should 

strike right now. 

Thunderbolt! 

Qing Shui couldn’t be bothered anymore. He had the Sacred Jade Divine Stone and Nine Palace Steps 

anyway. If things looked bad, he could escape by using the Nine Continents Steps. He didn’t want to kill 

them either. All he wanted to do was to only lure these two Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Oxen to the 

center of the Nine Palace Formation. 

Qing Shui made a special observation. He discovered that the male Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox was 

particularly fond of the female Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox. Despite the smaller size of the female 

demon ox, it seemed like it was a little stronger than the male one in strength. 

Howl… 

The infuriated howl sounded like an ox yet not exactly the same. Four bloodshot eyes turned in the 

direction of Qing Shui. Those eyes which were larger than water tanks were staring straight at Qing Shui. 

By now, he had finally understood why they were called a demon ox. 

Their thick scaly armors were shining in red. It was obvious that the other party was furious. Then they 

charged in Qing Shui’s direction. Qing Shui felt delighted in his heart and brought the Thunderous Beast 

into the Nine Palace Formation. He then waited in the center of the formation for that two Bloodhorn 

Silverhead Demon Oxen to come into the formation. 

But when the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Oxes were tens of meters away from the formation, the 

rings of rune beneath their feet suddenly shone magnificently. They halted when they saw Qing Shui’s 

look of surprise and stared at him cautiously. 

“Damn! The ancient bloodline of this Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox has such ability too? They can 

sense danger in the surroundings? But there isn’t any murderous aura in my Nine Palace Formation. It’s 

true it is still dangerous. Can it be that this counts too?” Qing Shui was extremely surprised. 

To be honest, if those two Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Oxen entered just like that and got trapped, 

they would really disappoint Qing Shui. 

Therefore, Qing Shui was uncertain if he should be happy or depressed. He wished to trap these two 

Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox here right now and let Wenren Wu-shuang come here to tame it at a 

later time when he saw her. As for Mother and the rest, he could go over to the Giant Beasts Mountains 

to look for a formidable demonic beast. It would be great if he could tame them here by himself, but it 

would also be fine if he let them and the demonic beast take the low graded Sacred Beast Pill by then. 

Qing Shui got out of the formation while riding the Thunderous Beast. Then he had the Thunderous 

Beast unleash the Thunderbolt once again while he summoned the Golden Scaled Dragon Elephant. 

With Instantaneous Dragon Elephant Evasion technique, the Golden Scaled Dragon Elephant would also 

be safe within a short period of time. 

Regardless, the strength of the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Oxen across them was still much more 

powerful compared to the Thunderous Beast and the Golden Scaled Dragon Elephant. However, it 



would probably be very easy for the Thunderous Beast and the Golden Scaled Dragon Elephant to 

surpass these Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Oxen when they grew up later on. 

ROAR! 

That slightly larger Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox let out a loud roar. Its huge fiery red single horn 

very quickly formed a fireball. It was bright and glistening, and swirled like water. 

Descending Heavens Talisman! 

Vajra Subdues Demons! 

Emperor’s Qi! 

Qing Shui used all of these within a split second because he sensed that this Bloodhorn Silverhead 

Demon Ox’s flames were as good as his primordial flames. These two Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon 

Oxen were precisely in their adulthood. Their strengths had also reached the peak of the beginner stage. 

This was blood flame. He would be doomed if his fresh blood got ignited by its flame due to his 

recklessness. This was the most terrifying fact about the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox. Qing Shui put 

away the Golden Scaled Dragon Elephant in a flash. 

Primordial Flame Ball! 

Qing Shui had already activated the Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation long ago while he was riding on 

top of the Thunderous Beast’s back. A Primordial Flame Ball the size of a human’s head formed on the 

tip of his Big Dipper Sword. He didn’t dare to be reckless. At the same time, Thunderous Beast’s 

Thunderbolt never ceased either. 

ROAR! 

A bright red fireball as big as a water tank shot towards Qing Shui. Soon after, a lightning-like line of fire 

unexpectedly shot out from that blood horn. The blood red line of fire caught up to the gigantic fireball 

from before in a moment. 

Qing Shui was shocked. He hurriedly hurled the Primordial Flame Ball towards that huge fireball at once. 

Boom boom boom…… 

A series of explosions rang out. The surroundings were blown up, as a faint shadow that resembled a net 

could be seen. At the wave of Qing Shui’s sword tip, the Primordial Flame Dragon forged ahead rapidly 

with a heaven shattering speed. 

Just moments before the Primordial Flame Ball had completely melted, the Primordial Flame Dragon 

resisted that huge fireball. However, the Primordial Flame Dragon was being swallowed instead. Qing 

Shui had no choice but to raise the intensity of his own Primordial Flames to its peak. 

Buddha Form Reveal, Buddha’s True Eyes! 

The Primordial Flames’ intensity was raised by a fold. This not only this made it possible to withstand the 

Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox’s attack, but also allowed Qing Shui to gain the upper hand. It was at 



this very moment that the Thunderous Beast had opened its mouth and unleashed a series of Violet 

Thunder Chain Lightning towards the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox. 

ROAR! 

The well proportioned Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox stamped its four limbs. This beast was slightly 

smaller in size, yet abundant with Spiritual Qi. A faint halo instantly blocked the Violet Thunder Chain 

Lightning before it slowly faded away. 

Although Qing Shui was fighting, he still managed to catch a glimpse of this scene. His eyes were filled 

with delight. He didn’t expect that this Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox was also the one that possessed 

the Emperor Bloodline among its group. It was no wonder that the male Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon 

Ox was so fondly attached to it. After all, that male Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox would also wish 

that its descendants would be the most outstanding among all… 

Apart from their silvery white gigantic head, the rest of its body was blood red. Not only did they 

appeared bold and powerful, they were very gorgeous too, especially the slightly smaller and well 

proportioned Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox. 

It seemed like there was a chance to win this battle after all! 

Chapter 1076 - The Powerful Demon Binding Ropes, Unexpected Surprise 

The smaller Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox did not attack Qing Shui but kept on staring at the 

Thunderous Beast instead. Qing Shui was perplexed as he stood close to the Nine Palace Formation, 

because he would have to think of another way to attract those beasts into the formation. 

Qing Shui had been battling with the bigger Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox for a while now. Even 

though he had the Arhat Rosary Beads and whatnot, he would still need to maintain his constant usage 

of the Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation and the Buddha’s True Eye. The rate of energy consumption 

wasn’t a lot but the total amount was still quite staggering. 

With two powers of the same level clashing with each other, it would take quite a long time before a 

victor emerged from the battle, especially for demonic beasts as they would take longer to battle than 

human beings because of their ability to regenerate their health quite quickly. Qing Shui’s power was a 

bit higher than the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox’s under the influence of the Demonic Beast Armor 

Manifestation and Buddha’s True Eye, so he had a higher chance of winning this fight against the giant 

ox. 

In most cases, demonic beasts would be weaker in terms of their spiritual energy when compared to 

their physical strength. Of course, there would be some exceptions where some demonic beasts would 

specialize in attacks that required the use of their spiritual energy to annihilate their foes. 

The strength of the demonic beasts was mainly drawn from their physical bodies, just like this 

Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox, which was powerful due to its great body strength. The spiritual 

energy of the ox was less powerful, however. Unfortunately for this ox, it was forced to exchange blows 

with Qing Shui by using its lesser spiritual energy to deal its primary damage. 

This was also why the usage of spiritual energy was considered unique. When one had reached a certain 

level - much like Qing Shui and the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox, they would prioritize using their 



strongest psychic attacks against each other. During this process, the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox 

would have the chance to use its physical strength to take out Qing Shui in one go. 

After the time required to burn an incense stick had passed, Qing Shui switched the Sacred Jade Stone 

on his left hand with the Soulshake Bell and began shaking the artifact vigorously. 

Qing Shui also used the Nine Palace Steps to turn things around by switching his position with this 

Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox in an instant, enabling the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox to enter 

somewhere close to the gates of the Nine Palace Formation. 

Violet Lightning Strike! 

At that very moment, the Thunderous Beast released its Violet Lightning Strike with Qing Shui 

simultaneously unleashing his Sword of Sixth Wave. It was a normal Sword of Sixth Wave, yet it was 

enough to hit the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox during the limited window of time it was left 

paralyzed by Thunderous Beast’s attack. 

Bang bang… 

A deep roar rang out. This was just a low leveled ancient desolate beast, so Qing Shui was able to push it 

into the Nine Palace Formation. It was at that moment that the smaller Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox 

came rushing toward Qing Shui with a brilliant halo of runic symbols trailing in its wake. 

The stature of the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox was still large despite being slightly smaller. 

However, it didn’t seem unnatural at all, as the figure of the ox was superior beyond transcendence. This 

was also an attitude of a certain realm and this Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox already had a posture 

that was uniquely its own. 

Qing Shui had expected that the Soulshake Bell couldn’t give him the effect he had wanted, so he quickly 

released a psychic attack under the effect of the Buddha’s True Eye. 

Buddha’s Piercing Eyes! 

The Buddha’s True Eye was already overbearing but even then, all of his attacks were still nothing 

against the formidable ox, regardless if they were physical attacks or psychic attacks. This time, Qing 

Shui was able to unleash a substantial attack against the ox, albeit only barely. 

The Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox in mid-air shook for a moment before it began to fall from the sky 

to the ground. Qing Shui’s Primordial Flame Whip lashed onto the ox’s giant head. He didn’t want to kill 

it, which was why he didn’t use hidden attacks to exploit the ox’s weakness in the beginning - its eyes. 

Clack! 

Demon Binding Ropes! 

At that moment, Qing Shui immediately used the Demon Binding Ropes to bind the giant Bloodhorn 

Silverhead Demon Ox, while the other end of the rope was still in his hand. 

In the past, if he was able to bind his opponents completely, it would have been enough for him to 

unleash his lethal attack in that split-second moment. Normally, he wouldn’t have to hold onto the 

other end of the ropes just so he could bind his opponents himself. 



He did use the rope to tie the ‘box’ found under the deity statues once but the ropes were limited in 

length at that time. He hadn’t experimented with the ropes fully after that, until now. The Demon 

Binding Ropes were able to bind the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox completely, with a bit of leftover 

ropes still in Qing Shui’s grasp. It was at that moment he realized the Demon Binding Ropes had grown 

longer and his spiritual energy was still being infused into the ropes slowly. 

“Oh right. I’m using my spiritual energy to use the Demon Binding Ropes this time. So then, before 

this…” 

Qing Shui was excited. Exhausting a bit of his spiritual energy wasn’t a big deal. He looked at the golden-

gleaming Demon Binding Ropes that were thick and sturdy, not expecting that it could become this 

powerful one day. He was excited because the ropes that he had thought were mediocre had become 

something more than valuable. 

“Such a waste, not using such a great item in the past. This is like a small divine artifact.” Qing Shui tried 

his best to control the Demon Binding Ropes but could only bind his opponent for less than two breaths 

of time before the opponent broke free. Perhaps the ropes were still insufficient in level. Qing Shui 

wasted no time and threw the ropes against the ox once more. 

The Demon Binding Rope was now in grade seven, achieving a level that could overcome powerful 

enemies easily. However, this level seemed like a bluff - or perhaps it was indeed a bluff. Otherwise, 

Qing Shui wouldn’t have a hard time trying to bind the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox with the Demon 

Binding Ropes a few moments ago. 

The Demon Binding Ropes hadn’t had an upgrade for a long time. The seventh grade was essentially a 

large pit hole that hindered the Demon Binding Ropes from advancing further. However, Qing Shui had 

faith that it would upgrade again in the future. Even now, he still thought of this artifact as a minor 

divine artifact or a second-rated divine artifact. 

This was also his first time using the Demon Binding Ropes after a long time. If he was able to master the 

ropes after a while, he could enhance the effects of the ropes even without a breakthrough. By then, 

going against the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Bull would be nothing less than an easy feat. 

At this crucial moment in time, he unexpectedly discovered the formidable power of the Demon Binding 

Ropes. It was a big surprise to him. He continued to control the Demon Binding ropes like a golden giant 

serpent or a golden jiao, which became livelier as he persisted in using it. The aura above him became 

increasingly stable, as well as increasingly powerful. 

Thunderous Beast’s Thunderbolt strike did not stop once within this period of time. That was what he 

wanted, because the end result of being struck with the Thunderbolt continuously would be a successful 

infliction of paralysis, which enabled the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox to continue being confined by 

his Demon Binding Ropes. 

The ox could easily shake off the ropes because of the strange runes, forcing Qing Shui and Thunderous 

Beast to switch positions continuously. Qing Shui had a bit of difficulty in withstanding the formidable 

power of the ox’s Bloodflame, so he had no choice but to escape in the midst of blocking against the 

Bloodflame. This was even after Qing Shui had debuffed the ox. It would seem that the low-leveled 

ancient desolate beast was still as powerful as ever. 



Qing Shui continued to struggle with the ox for about an hour. In the end, the ox was defeated by the 

Thunderbolt in one strike. To be exact, the demonic beast fell due to being paralyzed by the 

Thunderbolt, causing the ox to go limp with weakness. 

At this stage, it would be easy for Qing Shui to give any medicinal pills to the ox without being retaliated 

against but he had no such thoughts. Instead, Qing Shui took out a ‘Demonic Beast Token’ and 

contained the ancient desolate beast inside, allowing it to slumber within the token. 

The ‘Demonic Beast Token’ was somewhat similar to the Interspatial Silk Sachet and this item would 

normally be in the possession of a beast tamer. Instead of items, this token was used to contain 

demonic beasts. The demonic beasts inside would be in a state of slumber but remained alive. While 

Interspatial Silk Sachets that could contain such a large demonic beast do exist, their survivability would 

not be guaranteed. 

Qing Shui had collected quite an amount of these Demonic Beast Tokens back in the day. Luan Luan has 

an abundant of these tokens in her possession because she needed them for her demonic beasts to rest 

and recuperate their health. 

Since he had decided to keep one demonic beast inside a token, he thought that he might as well tame 

the rest for his own collection. The collecting process seemed simple but only because of the formidable 

prowess of the Demon Binding Ropes that only Qing Shui had knowledge about. With the cooperation of 

his Thunderous Beast, no demonic beast was impossible to tame. 

Because of that, Qing Shui was overcome with emotions. He didn’t think that the Demon Binding Ropes 

that he had ignored all this while were able to become this powerful one day. This was genuinely, way 

out of his expectation. 

Qing Shui felt that the Demon Binding Ropes were essentially the kryptonite of most demonic beasts. 

That was indeed good news, as he could prepare this artifact in advance should he face a wild demonic 

beast in his journeys. It was troubling at first but now he felt at ease. He had no clue whether the 

Demon Binding Ropes were one of a kind but he could definitely conclude that the ropes were powerful. 

Moreover, the Sacred Beast Pills were great, yet they were scarce. 

……… 

Little Fatty and the ladies were quite relaxed throughout the journey as they went to find new paths and 

search for treasures. Yiye Jiange, whose powers had recently gotten stronger, was also dreaming of 

becoming a beast tamer. However, after acquiring the Seven-Headed Crystal Beast, she was completely 

uninterested in taming demonic beasts of that type. 

Luan Luan was different. Even though the powers of her demonic beasts could not be compared to that 

of the Seven-Headed Crystal Beast, they were still comparatively powerful. Most importantly, the 

number of demonic beasts she had tamed was more than anyone else. She managed to tame two 

demonic beasts in one day and they were as strong as the Six-Headed Windfire Wolf as well. 

This was the prowess of a beast tamer. Once one was able to tame a demonic beast on their own, they 

would eventually be able to tame progressively stronger ones in the future. Before that, a beast tamer 

must have sufficient spiritual energy in order to tame a demonic beast. Additionally, a beast tamer must 

not underestimate the power of the demonic beast that they wished to tame, because if they weren’t 



careful enough, the beast tamer, along with their demonic beasts, would be annihilated easily. The job 

of a beast tamer was essentially the same as risking their lives at the hands of demonic beasts. 

Luan Luan had the Heart of Seven Orifices but that didn’t mean that she could tame as many demonic 

beasts as she liked. It would be absurd if she was able to tame thousands or tens of thousands of 

demonic beasts by herself. But if that should happen, then there would only be one possible outcome: 

she would become a king to one species of demonic beast that she had tamed. 

Because of that, Luan Luan had been strategically taming demonic beasts that could complement her 

existing demonic beasts. She would look for a demonic beast that could increase or buff the stats of the 

others, a demonic beast that was proficient in agile physical attacks and demonic beasts that possessed 

control skills… 

With that said, the two demonic beasts that Luan Luan had captured were the Golden Light Sable and 

the Earth Bear King. The Golden Light Sable could increase the defense and attack of the allied demonic 

beasts within an area. The sable was also adept in its speed and the sharpness of its claws was almost 

the same as that of the Earth Devouring Mouse. 

The Earth Bear King, on the other hand, was a slow-witted grey giant bear that specialized in earth 

elemental attacks. Any opponents hit by its attack would increase in weight, decreasing their speed in 

the process. This type of demonic beast could be a control type too. 

Luan Luan’s group of demonic beasts could be considered a small-scale group. Throughout the journey, 

the ladies were happily chatting with each other, with occasional giggles and laughter, while Little Fatty 

followed behind them as he took precautions around the area. 

……… 

Ten days later, Qing Shui was standing in a strange place. There seemed to be countless layers of 

heavens and the pressure in this area was fluctuating in endless cycles, like the waves in the sea. He 

knew this was the furthest he had gone in the ancient ruins and he wouldn’t be able to see another soul 

in this area any time soon. 

Qing Shui had already used his Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation, which managed to suppress the 

overbearing force around the surroundings. Suppressing the overbearing pressure did not mean that the 

effects had been ignored completely, because no one in the world could do that. If the pressure was of 

the same level as his power, he could ignore the effect completely or do something more than ignoring 

the effects. However, even if the pressure was powerful to a certain degree, he could still ignore its 

effects completely. Nothing could faze through the prowess of absolute power. 

Qing Shui was now gazing at a large mountain range in the distance. There were countless mountains in 

his sight. Strangely, he felt that he wasn’t able to carry everything into his eyes. This was a strange place 

indeed. However, among the mountains around in his surroundings, only this one was deemed possible 

to climb. 

The first mountain! 

After climbing the first mountain, Qing Shui’s brows began to curl into a deep frown. He noticed that the 

pressure in this area had become progressively stronger, just like the time in the places of deities but 



only stronger. Even though there were only a few layers of mountains to climb, he felt that it would be a 

bit impossible to climb through the last mountain with his current ability. 

“Since I’m already here. Let’s give it a try!” Qing Shui lifted his head and scanned the view. There was 

still nine layers of mountain left. 

Chapter 1077 - The Earth Diamond Bear Of Early Stage Adulthood, Ancient Temple 

Qing Shui managed to climbed up to the first tier of the mountain. He stood on top and gazed around at 

the scenery, realizing that the first tier was already quite high. He cocked his head upwards to face the 

overlapping skies and thought about the so-called other four continents up in the sky. Were the other 

four continents situated in a higher land or was the sky separated into multiple layers? 

He shook his head and dispersed his thoughts. Even if someone were to tell him that imperial palaces 

exist in the sky, he wouldn’t have a hard time believing it. At that moment, he recalled the 

circumstances of his journey and he realized that his life had been revolving around shouldering 

responsibilities and burdens. Even now, he was still shouldering heavy burdens on his own. 

Aside from him, there were many who had been shouldering burdens in their lives too. However, 

burdens came in different sizes, so it would be subjective for each person carrying them. For Qing Shui, 

one type of burden may be insignificant but for other people, that burden felt extremely heavy and 

important. Because of that, it would be sufficient to say that everyone had their fair share of hardship in 

their lives. 

The pressure on his body was growing but Qing Shui could not sense it for now. In any case, he 

continued to climb towards the higher tiers slowly. Burdens could be a life-changing mission. If one 

could cast off their burdens, then he or she would complete their mission, which in turn would allow 

them to live happier and blissful lives. 

In the words of Buddhism, one would always suffer as long as one lived. They would experience the 

suffering of living, the suffering of aging, the suffering of sickness, the suffering of death, the suffering of 

parting from loved ones, the suffering of meeting what one disliked, the suffering of being unable to 

obtain what they wanted and the suffering arising from the five components constituting one’s body 

and mind. Life would always be filled with sufferings. How could a cultivator cut off the roots of suffering 

when one would always seek what they had always wanted? 

Sure, life was a whirlwind of sufferings but happiness could be found amidst the constant blossoms of 

suffering. As much as there were sufferings, there would be an abundance of happiness too. It would all 

depend on how one looked at their sufferings. However, in some cases, these sufferings could strike a 

blow to a person’s heart and kill them without mercy. 

Life would always be short, so one might as well turn their sufferings into blessings! 

Perhaps Qing Shui had been asking for it all along! 

He quickly shook his head again. His aura was fluctuating constantly, a delicate change to his body, 

which also caused the Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation to solidify slowly. He wasn’t the type to be 

depressed as he still had many things he needed to do in this world. Life would always be filled with 

endless battles, battle with the heavens, battle with the nature on earth and battle with other humans. 



Unconsciously, he had already reached the peak of the second tier mountain. The surrounding air was 

filled with a subtle fog hovering around him. He didn’t exactly know why there would be a mountain as 

strange as this but strange places were abundant in the World of the Nine Continents, so he was more 

intrigued than confused. 

A formless energy seemed to be guiding Qing Shui forward. His train of thoughts and spirit were 

beginning to change slowly and his aura was beginning to grow immensely, penetrating everywhere as 

the aura continued to emit from his body. 

The third tier of the mountain! 

Suddenly, Qing Shui felt like he had awoken from his dream and felt a sudden rush of pressure from 

Heaven and Earth gushing towards him like a raging sea wave. His lower body, starting from his knees, 

began to sink down onto the hard mountain rocks immediately, yet he was able to maintain a straight 

back without any sign of bending or arching. 

Roar roar! 

Qing Shui stood on the rocks quietly without moving an inch of his muscles. The Nature Energy and the 

State of Immovable as Mountains were circulated to the maximum in an attempt to neutralize the 

immense pressure around him. 

Roc’s Might! 

Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation! 

The activation of his skills consumed a lot more energy than usual. This was the first time Qing Shui had 

extreme difficulty climbing a mountain. But because of that, he was able to reap a whole lot of benefits 

just from climbing a short distance and he was able to increase his power by an incredible amount as 

well. 

Qing Shui slowly lifted his legs but once he had lifted about an inch upwards, he was being forced down 

again by the pressure. His legs submerged into the rocks quite intensely, causing the rocks around his 

legs to crack and crumble away slowly. The Yin-Yang Image in his sea of consciousness began to circulate 

as fast as it could. 

Up! 

Qing Shui shouted in a muffled voice and took a step forward. In doing so, the rocks around his step 

were immediately crushed into powdered pieces of fine dust. 

He continued upwards but with every step he made, he would crush the rocks under his feet in greater 

amounts. It has been a while since he had sweated. He did have blood running from the corner of his 

mouth but almost never had sweat rolled down his body. At that moment, Qing Shui was drenched 

completely in his sweat, as if he had been exposed to a heavy rain. 

As he was about to climb onto the fourth tier of the mountain, his movements had become slow as a 

snail. He was even slower than snails, in fact, because he required a long time before he could take a 

step upwards. His personality and willpower were as solid as a rock but even so, he was rendered 



powerless. One wouldn’t necessarily succeed with sheer willpower and perseverance, because one 

would need a parallel amount of power to do so as well. 

Roar roar! 

The Earth Diamond Bear began to growl in a low tone, as if it had sensed a hint of desolation slowly 

overwhelming Qing Shui’s emotion. Its growls became intense, deeper yet increasing distant. 

Qing Shui became uncertain for a while. However, the aura of the Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation 

began to fluctuate suddenly, growing intenser by the minute. He stopped in his tracks and circulated his 

Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation so that he could stabilize the fluctuating aura of the Earth Diamond 

Bear. 

Roar! 

A boundless amount of energy began to surge inside his body. It was as warm as spring, yet it felt like he 

had finally lain down on a comfortable bed after countless years of endless exhaustion and fatigue. Then 

again, he felt like a desert drought that had been nourished suddenly with moisture. Those feelings 

were wonderful yet miraculous at the same time. 

Huuuu! 

All of a sudden, Qing Shui felt like his body had been filled with energy to the brim. The silhouette of the 

Earth Diamond Bear grew bigger in an instant, which was about 20 meters in size. Moreover, the bear 

seemed more substantial and the color of the bear was turning more of a golden yellow. 

The Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation had achieved a breakthrough… 

Because it was surprisingly unexpected, Qing Shui remained still and stared into the blank space. He did 

think about the breakthrough of the Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation but did not expect it this soon. 

Thanks to the breakthrough, the feeling of difficulty in taking another step had vanished quickly and 

completely. Based on that alone, he knew that the Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation had grown 

much stronger. Without hesitation, Qing Shui delved into his sea of consciousness to analyze his skill. 

Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation: Earth Diamond Bear, early stage adulthood with the ability to 

triple its power and spiritual energy. The consumption of the spiritual energy was subsequently 

decreased by half. 

Once activated, energy would be depleted constantly! 

Early stage adulthood - this must be the stage where one had just became an adult. Even though the 

description was short, Qing Shui was elated nevertheless. Moreover, the energy consumption was 

reduced by half, which was one of the best attribute he had ever seen… 

The increase of power and spiritual energy was initially doubled but had now jumped to triple. That was 

quite a leap in correspondence to Qing Shui’s current power. Even a 10% increase was already 

unbelievable, which was why he thought that the Earth Diamond Bear had become extremely powerful. 

With that, the power of the bear had increased yet again. On another note, Qing Shui might be able to 

smelt the Sacred Jade Divine Stone he had acquired but not for the moment as he wanted to wait until 

everything had been settled before he would go into the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal to test it. For 



now, he wanted to see if this mountain had anything extraordinary. For a mountain as mystical as this, 

Qing Shui had a feeling that there might be something in here that could be worth his time. 

Because he had a feeling that something was calling out to him, he gritted his teeth and continued to 

push forward. Normally if they were things that called out to him, then he must have some sort of fate 

with those items or in other words, those items were especially suitable for a man like him. 

The pressure continued to escalate like the crashing waves in the sea around him. The higher he went, 

the more he felt that the pressure was pushing towards the core of the mountain. 

This area was filled with layers of mountains. The strongest pressure wasn’t felt at the highest point but 

at where Qing Shui was currently at - the fifth tier. He lifted up his head and counted that there were a 

total of nine tiers. Upon reaching the fifth tier, Qing Shui was back to when his Demonic Beast Armor 

Manifestation hadn’t reach a breakthrough - he found it difficult to take another step forward once 

again. 

Buddha Form Reveal, Buddha’s True Eyes! 

Qing Shui had no choice but to use this hidden power to lower the pressure in his surroundings in an 

instant. Despite the great decrease to the pressure effect, he could still feel his footsteps a bit heavier 

than usual. He then began forging his way towards the peak steadily and firmly. 

He was now like a normal person climbing up the mountain, treading carefully while maintaining his 

pace upwards. The previous mountain was an effort of one step but right now, the Nine Palace Steps 

was out of the question as it would be extremely hard to pull off, given the current situation. Even if he 

managed to pull through, the sudden increase of pressure effect would only hurt him severely or worst, 

kill him. His current strategy of moving forward slowly could assure a higher chance of survivability, as 

well as gauging the limits of his endurance against the pressure effect. 

Soon, he was getting closer. Qing Shui was clinging onto the walls of the mountain rocks. Each time he 

climbed up the mountain, his palms would be anchored into the hard rocks, creating holes in the 

process… 

There were numerous times when Qing Shui had thoughts about giving up entirely but the aura of the 

callings were beginning to increase steadily, telling him that he was getting closer to the source. It would 

be a shame if he gave up so quickly but his sheer will had reached the limit and his body was already 

numbed from the pressure, as if a voice in his mind was telling him to give up. In any case, his body 

could not endure any longer and was about to give out completely. 

It’s close, very close! 

However, he could sense his conscious getting a bit blurry, so he bit the tip of his tongue with a bit of 

force, gushing a stream of fresh blood from the corner of his mouth. He did this countless of times 

throughout the climbing expedition. The bloodstains in the corner of his mouth had already dried up, 

leaving streaks of dried patches from his mouth down his chin. 

Suddenly, Qing Shui was able to sense a faint yet lively energy circulating within his body. Even his will 

power seemed to be restoring to its optimal state. 

Qi of Rebirth! 



Qing Shui was on the verge of laughing as he recalled the times when he was utterly helpless. The Qi of 

Rebirth would always emerge at his worst to help him. Even though Qing Shui was trying his best this 

time, he felt that he wouldn’t be able to make it to the peak in one piece. However, with the Qi of 

Rebirth activated, his confidence had finally reemerged. 

The Qi of Rebirth was weak as it continued to circulate slowly throughout his body. This was a type of 

energy that was geared towards the power of resurrection. 

The mountain peak! 

As Qing Shui emerged slowly to stand on the peak of the fifth tier, he felt a sense of heroism surging 

within his mind, just like the feeling of climbing to the peak in his past life. At that moment, he was 

proud of himself - a normal occurrence for anyone standing on the highest peak of the mountain. 

The peak was huge and the pressure around this altitude was increasingly stronger as well. Despite this, 

Qing Shui stood on the peak unfaltering, allowing the clouds to float by him without fazing his steps. 

Fortunately, the mountain peak was a flat land. In front of him stood a great hall in the distance. The call 

originated from there, so he slowly made his way towards the the great hall. 

It was a quiet place. The silence was eerily devoid of any sound, with no background noises whatsoever. 

There was a strong transparent pressure shrouding the whole surrounding area, yet there was no wind 

to be heard. All that could be heard was his own heavy footsteps as he treaded along the path towards 

the great hall. 

Clack, clack… 

The heavy footsteps echoed throughout the quiet atmosphere of the mountain peak, which could be 

heard even from a distance away. His target was just in front of him, so he wasted no time and activated 

the Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation. Behind him was a giant image of a golden Buddha, shading 

Qing Shui in a brilliant golden light while solemnly trailing behind him as he continued walking. 

The sky was getting darker and he had just realized that he had taken more than half a day to climb the 

mountain towards the peak. The great hall was now 100 meters away from Qing Shui as he approached 

at a steady pace. 

The great building turned out to be a giant palace but Qing Shui knew that this was actually a temple 

passed down from ancient times. As he stood at a distance, he could somehow see the smoke swirling 

from the burning incense and he could hear a faint chanting of the sutra as well. 

All of that was a strange reaction from his senses, because he clearly knew they were fake. However, 

those weren’t illusions and he was perfectly conscious. But as he continued to gaze upon the scenery of 

the grand ancient temple that was decorated magnificently like a person clad in luxurious clothes, 

everything seemed bright and glinting through his eyes. 

The stairs leading to the temple were small, yet long enough to stretch from the temple towards the 

ground in front of Qing Shui. 



The golden Buddha behind him seemed to have detected the power of the temple and began to appear 

slightly more visible and clearer. At that moment, the Buddha’s eyes that had been shut in the beginning 

began to open on their own. 

Qing Shui, on the other hand, was dumbfounded as he watched the situation unfold before his eyes. The 

Buddha’s eyes had actually opened all by themselves… 

Chapter 1078 Manifestation Trapping Formation, the powerful Sacred Jade Divine Stone Ring 

The Buddha’s eyes had actually opened all by themselves… 

In a split second, Qing Shui felt that the sky seemed to light up. It was to the extent that his eyes and 

body had an unexplainable feeling. Or perhaps, it could be said to be a feeling of appreciation. 

His Buddha’s True Eyes didn’t experience any breakthrough but he could feel an increase in its 

formidability. In addition, he felt that his Buddha’s Piercing Eyes should have also improved. 

Qing Shui unhurriedly walked toward the temple steps and slowly headed up with heavy steps… 

Currently, he felt very relaxed almost relaxed as he was before… 

After a quarter of an hour, Qing Shui reached the entrance to the temple. There was no door at the 

entrance and an inscrutable mysterious aura spread outward, giving off a mind clearing sensation. 

Looking within, there were statues of all sizes in a myriad of colors. They were statues of cultivators, 

although there were still a few statues of monks and daoist priests. 

Qing Shui took a step into the temple but did not move forward any further. He could tell that these 

colorful statues of various sizes were actually a formation. 

Manifestation Trapping Formation! 

This new formation was an evolution of the four symbols formation and a trapping formation. This 

formation was similar to the Nine Palace formation, with its biggest strength lying in trapping enemies 

instead of killing them. 

Four Phases Steps! 

Qing Shui walked slowly using the Four Phases Steps. Suddenly, the statue within the main hall of the 

temple moved. He raised his arm and directly struck out at the statue. What stunned him was that these 

statues were indeed special. He had thought that he could smash the statues apart in one hit. Instead, 

the statues only shifted slightly from their original position. 

“If such solid material strikes out, it should also be very formidable. Could they also possess other 

abilities?” 

While Qing Shui was still caught up in his thoughts, another of the Buddha statues struck out in his 

direction. Once again, Qing Shui reached out to smash the statue. What happened afterwards surprised 

him. He was actually jolted back and if he did not know much about formations, he would have been 

repelled into the center of the formation… 



Previously, he attacked from a distance. Currently, he had attacked directly but was unexpectedly 

repelled… 

Qing Shui was knowledgeable about formations but this mystical power was still able to push Qing Shui 

out of the temple. He noticed that there weren’t any traces of corpses in the temple and it was very 

clean, causing him to feel a little puzzled. 

This mystical repelling force was just like a shield attack, making Qing Shui feel powerless to resist. His 

eyes brightened. His own shield attack was currently at the third grade, but the probability of him 

resisting this formation were still slim. Furthermore, situations for him to use shield attack in recent 

battles were rare, to the extent that he had nearly forgotten about it. 

He tried to barge in once more and the previous repelling power appeared once again. Only this time, 

Qing Shui allowed himself to fall back along with the repelling force. After that, a strange situation 

occurred.He was back at the entrance of the temple again. 

This stunned Qing Shui. This place was a temple and perhaps because of this, the formation had an extra 

effect, which was the repelling force that would send you back to the entrance. 

After countless tries, Qing Shui finally understood the Manifestation Trapping Formation. It would match 

the strength used by the intruder. The less strength Qing Shui used, the weaker the repelling force. 

However,he would still be repelled to the entrance of the temple. 

This formation was meant to prevent anyone from entering the temple, was there some secrets hidden 

within? This time, Qing Shui used the Four Phases Steps again. However, he was only focused on evading 

attacks. In the beginning, there was one statue attacking, then there were two of them, slowly 

increasing in number. So long as he made the slightest mistake, he would be jolted back to the entrance 

of the temple again. 

Qing Shui displayed the Four Phases Steps to its limits but he was still repelled eventually. 

Five Elements Steps! 

…… 

Seven Star Steps! 

Eight Trigrams Steps! 

Qing Shui realized that this was the perfect place to train his Nine Palace Steps. He was able to reach 

within ten meters of the exit to the Manifestation Trapping Formation, but in the end, he was still 

repelled at the very last moment. 

As the skies had darkened, Qing Shui decided to stay for the night. However, he would first enter the 

Realm of Violet Jade Immortal and continue training his Nine Palace Steps when he’s out. 

Qing Shui felt very excited when he entered the Realm of Violet Jade Immortal this time around. The 

Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation had made a breakthrough and hence he decided to try it again. It 

would be wonderful if he was able melt the Sacred Jade Divine Stone. 



He still felt nervous even though the breakthrough of the Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation had 

almost doubled his mental strength when compared to previous breakthroughs. 

Qing Shui’s base mental strength had currently reached around10,000 Stars. His Arhat Rosary Beads 

allowed him to reach 20,000 Stars, and with the Big Dipper Sword, around 40,000 Stars. With the 

Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation increasing his abilities and mental strength by twofold, he could 

reach 1,200,000 stars. If he manifested his Buddha’s True Eyes, his mental strength would reach above 

2,500,000 stars. 

This was what Qing Shui had just experienced. When he used Buddha Form Reveal, the increase in his 

strength was greater than before. The breakthrough in Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation also 

doubled Qing Shui’s abilities. During this period of time, Qing Shui’s base mental strength had also 

improved immensely. After all, he would enter the Realm of Violet Jade Immortal to cultivate daily. 

Especially during this period of time, Qing Shui had put a lot of effort into cultivating his mental strength. 

Unfortunately, he was still unable to make a breakthrough in the Heart of Roc. Otherwise, his abilities 

would definitely improve monstrously. 

Besides, Qing Shui’s Primordial Flame was very special and he also had the Yin-Yang Image. Hence, Qing 

Shui’s overall strength was more than just his level of mental strength. 

After adjusting his condition, he started melting the Sacred Jade Divine Stone. He unleashed the 

Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation and Buddha Form Reveal from the start. After four hours, a drop of 

melted Sacred Jade Divine Stone formed. This first drop made Qing Shui thrilled. Although the first drop 

took a long time, the melting process would become easier as time passed. Qing Shui had already 

prepared the ring mould to collect the melted Sacred Jade Divine Stone. 

At this moment, Qing Shui brought the Divine Cast Stone next to the Sacred Jade Divine Stone. He would 

have to wait a long time for the stones to continue melting. Luckily only a few drops of melted Divine 

Cast Stone were needed. Qing Shui also compressed the Primordial Flames within an area to prevent the 

melted Sacred Jade Divine Stone from solidifying too early. 

The process unexpectedly took seven days. Fortunately it was just a ring. Otherwise, Qing Shui would 

have gone berserk waiting for the stone to melt droplet by droplet before even refining it. 

Qing Shui had already attained a high level in the Pentacolor Art of Forging. He felt that to an outsider, it 

would definitely be considered a divine forging technique. With the Divine Cast Stone and forging with 

his Thousand Hammer Technique, Qing Shui shivered in elation when he saw the bright radiance shine 

from the ring. 

This was because the Sacred Jade Divine Stone Ring was definitely considered a minor Divine Artifact, 

allowing its user to move as they wished. Such items could be easily binded, as for the reason it was 

classified as a minor Divine artifact, it was because it seemed to have a simple intelligent will. Thus, it 

needed to be binded by blood. Doing so would allow the owner to be more proficient in using the ring 

and they would even be able to find it through its aura when lost. Essentially, it would never be lost. 

Binding an item with blood wasn’t something that unreliable, thus Qing Shui decided to try it out. Yet, 

such a matter appeared very mysterious. An item with spirituality was able to link to an owner through 

blood. 



As he picked up this simple and unadorned ring, he could feel the slightly obscure spiritual fluctuations. 

In the end, he couldn’t help but use his Heavenly Vision Technique. 

Sacred Jade Divine Stone Ring: A legendary mystical item, a spiritual object of Heaven and Earth. Allows 

the user to teleport as they wish within a radius of two hundred li, able to be used a hundred times a 

day. 

Method of Use: When worn, able to move as your heart desires. 

Status: Unowned. After binding with an owner, it would be able to link with the owner’s blood and have 

other special abilities. 

Qing Shui was astounded. He didn’t expect the capability of the Sacred Jade Divine Ring to increase by 

this much. With the ring, he could easily shuttle and teleport anywhere within two hundred li. And the 

limit of use was a hundred times a day. 

Its formidability mainly lied in its ability to allow the owner to move as he wished This was an item 

essential for survival. Remembering that it would gain special abilities after binding with an owner, Qing 

Shui impatiently bit his finger and allowed his blood to drip onto the ring. Qing Shui was astonished 

when the blood actually permeated into the Sacred Jade Divine Ring. 

Fortunately, the ring only needed a few drops of blood with any additional drops just rolling off. After 

absorbing Qing Shui’s blood, the Sacred Jade Divine Stone Ring gave off the same dazzling lights like 

when it was forged. After the light faded, the simple and unadorned Sacred Jade Divine Ring had an 

additional drop of red, which looked like plum blossoms yet looked like a casual dot. This caused the 

simple ring to have a bright color and look gorgeous. 

Qing Shui could feel a subtle indescribable feeling when he held the ring in his hand. It was a similar 

feeling to when he used his Big Dipper Sword. 

He unleashed his Heavenly Vision Technique once again. 

Sacred Jade Divine Stone Ring: A legendary mystical item, a spiritual object of Heaven and Earth. Allows 

the user to teleport as they wished within a radius of two hundred li, able to be used a hundred times a 

day. 

Method of Use: When worn, able to move as your heart desires. 

Status: Owned. 

Passive Effect: Doubles the user’s speed and healing capability. 

Qing Shui gazed at the ring for a long period of time, feeling satisfied as he put it on. In that instant, he 

felt himself becoming stronger. Shutting his eyes, his figure shuttled around the Realm of Violet Jade 

Immortal like a ghost, suddenly appearing in one place and then in another, going wherever he wanted 

to go. Of course, the Realm of Violet Jade Immortal was only a hundred meters in height. If he was 

outside, he would be able to use this speed to advance 20,000 li. In his previous life, 20,000 li would be 

able to pass over a large country. In the World of the Nine Continents, it didn’t amount to much. 

However, it was sufficient for escaping as well as chasing enemies within a small radius. 

This was a pretty good Divine Artifact. 



In the following time, Qing Shui didn’t cultivate. It took roughly seven days to smelt one ring and one 

day of rest afterwards. Just like this, he continuously forged ten rings, which was enough for everyone 

that had journeyed this time around. Observing the remaining Sacred Jade Divine Stone, Qing Shui could 

tell that there wasn’t enough for him to make a ring for each member of the Qing Clan. Besides, it was 

not beneficial for those who were not strong enough to possess such an item as it would cause trouble if 

others vied for it. 

Qing Shui left the Realm of Violet Jade Immortal after midnight. He felt extremely relaxed and started to 

shuttle through the Manifestation Trapping Formation. Currently, he wasn’t thinking about breaking 

through the formation and instead was thinking of staying here for a longer period of time. 

Just like that, the sky had already brightened. Qing Shui had spent the last two hours basically constantly 

inside the formation, leisurely wandered around the hall. While outsiders would be dazzled by the 

terrifying statues within the formation, Qing Shui actually felt that they were very slow. Currently, he 

could even travel around the formation with his eyes closed. 

When the sky had totally brightened and the sunlight shined into the temple, Qing Shui opened his eyes 

and looked past the formation, towards the stone altar in front of the statues. 

From his angle, he was unable to see what was on the altar as he could only see a corner of the altar 

while he was still within the formation. Even though the area was not too small, he still could not see 

anything. If he wanted to get a closer glimpse, he would have to pass through the formation. 

Currently, as it was easy for him to pass through the formation, he directly passed through the 

formation. With his first glance, he saw the item that was on the stone altar. 

Chapter 1079 - Grade Four Shield Attack, Sacred Object of Heaven and Earth, the Nine Continents 

Mountain of Sacred Spirit Grade, Enough to Traverse Across the Five Continents 

On the left was a gray stone about the size of a foot. Its shape and appearance greatly resembled the 

mountains that Qing Shui saw outside, only smaller. 

Despite being only a foot in size, it exuded an oppressive aura that was as immense as a lofty mountain. 

It felt unusually thick and heavy. Most importantly, Qing Shui could sense a wave of impenetrable 

domineering aura from it. 

Even though Qing Shui only took a glance at it, he could tell that this item was definitely not as simple as 

it appeared. His hand slowly reached out towards this ‘little mountain’ that was very ordinary looking. It 

had a very hard surface and was also abundant with Spiritual Qi. However, before the space of a single 

breath had passed, his hand that was on it was repelled. 

Qing Shui was shocked that this thing had such miraculous power. Unwilling to give up, he reached out 

to touch it once again. However, his hand was once again repelled. He tried a few more times and he got 

the same result every time. 

This was the same energy that the Shield Attack had. Qing Shui pondered for awhile before circulating 

the energy of his Shield Attack. However, he held back a little. After all, his objective wasn’t to repel this 

little mountain. Besides, his Shield Attack depended on the rate. Even though his Shield Attack was 

currently Grade Three, the chances for double damage was still extremely slim. 



Qing Shui was only trying to resist the energy type that was akin to the Shield Attack. Otherwise, he felt 

that he wouldn’t be able to pick up this little mountain at all. He extended his arm once again with slight 

anticipation and placed it on the little mountain. 

A wave of intense Shield Attack energy channeled into Qing Shui’s body through the meridian in his 

hand. The energies seemed to resonate with each other. Qing Shui was surprised. Not only did it not 

repel his hand but that pure energy seemed to blend with Qing Shui’s energy. This subsequently 

strengthened Qing Shui’s Shield Attack energy as it quickly completed one full cycle in his body. 

Plop! 

The sound akin to a stone being dropped into water rang out. Qing Shui’s eyes widened. Just when Qing 

Shui was grasping in the dark, the Shield Attack that had been very difficult to breakthrough actually 

broke through. 

Grade Four Shield Attack. That wave of energy invasively gushed forth into his body. Its explosive force 

was so strong that it felt like it was enough to raze a big mountain to the ground. Qing Shui felt 

extremely pleasant right now. It felt as if his entire body was brimming with an explosive energy. 

The breakthrough of Shield Attack was quite a bit of a surprise to Qing Shui. He had really reaped a lot of 

benefits from coming all the way to the Ancient Ruins. No wonder so many people wanted to come in. 

Everyone would experience their own encounters and opportunities here. 

Feeling content, Qing Shui took a look at his Grade Four Shield Attack. Its capability was somewhat 

stronger than before. The amount of strength had also been increased by 10%. Furthermore, the 

probability of it occurring should be a lot higher now compared to before. Other than that, he had a 

hunch that the power of this Shield Attack was connected to this little mountain. 

“So heavy!” 

Qing Shui couldn’t help but exclaim these words when he exerted some force and tried to lift that little 

mountain. It was too heavy. Its weight seemed to have exceeded Qing Shui’s expectation. He was really 

curious about what this little mountain was made out of. 

With his Heavenly Vision Technique, Qing Shui was instantly stupefied the moment he saw the name. 

Sacred Object of Heaven and Earth, the Nine Continents Mountain! 

“Another Sacred Object of Heaven and Earth……” Qing Shui’s jaw dropped. His shock was indescribable. 

Sacred Object of Heaven and Earth, the Nine Continents Mountain, treasure type. The condensation of 

pure stones between Heaven and Earth that formed after absorbing the power essence of sun and 

moon over countless years. Treasure of Sacred Spirit Grade. Refine with own fresh blood prior to use. 

Just the simple line of ‘Sacred Spirit Grade’ was enough to daze Qing Shui. There were many types and 

grades among Sacred Objects. For instance, the Holy Bracelet could only be considered a Sacred Object 

of the lowest grade. Sacred Object Arhat Rosary Beads was obviously a level higher than the Holy 

Bracelet, while this Sacred Object of the Spirit Grade was another level higher than the Arhat Rosary 

Beads. 



He had never heard anything about Sacred Objects of Sacred Spirit Grade in the Five Continents yet. 

Even if rumor, it seemed like only one or two supreme sects had them. However, no one had really seen 

it with their own eyes before. In the end, people questioned the validity of these rumors. Eventually, no 

one ever mentioned them ever again. 

Walking until here, Qing Shui seemed to no longer feel the pressure of Heaven and Earth. The pressure 

of Heaven and Earth was no longer effective on people who could reach up to this point. Perhaps for 

this exact reason, there was no pressure present around this stone altar. 

Qing Shui immediately stashed another object that resembled a book into the Realm of Violet Jade 

Immortal without even checking its title. All he had to do now was to refine this Nine Continents 

Mountain. 

Using his own fresh blood to refine meant that this treasure required a blood sacrifice. It was a very 

normal way to use treasures of this grade. 

Qing Shui took out the Gold Essence Scissors that was usually used for cutting beast leathers. He placed 

his hand on the top of the Nine Continents Mountain and slashed across the large artery on his wrist 

with the scissors. 

Scalding fresh blood gushed forth and dripped onto the Nine Continents Mountain. His fresh blood was 

mixed with a trace of faint golden color. Although it wasn’t really visible and could be easily overlooked, 

this trace of goldness truly existed. 

The moment the scalding fresh blood came into contact with the Nine Continents Mountain, it 

disappeared without a trace. It was extremely strange, even for Qing Shui. He was feeling a little anxious 

in his heart. He feared that this was a trap. 

However, Qing Shui was able to convince himself otherwise very soon. That was because he had read all 

these through his Heavenly Vision Technique. It wasn’t likely to be false. 

Qing Shui’s face was already slightly pale. However, the Nine Continents Mountain was like a forever 

insatiable vampire. It greedily feasted upon his blood and it didn’t seem like it would be stopping 

anytime soon. 

Qing Shui clenched his jaw and persevered. He even had a feeling that this had gone too far. This kind of 

‘blood sacrifice’ was a little dangerous, even though it wasn’t normally life threatening. To put it simply, 

this was a higher leveled method of owner recognition compared to recognizing a master through 

blood. 

Qing Shui didn’t want to waste all the efforts he had put in. He raised the condition of his body to its 

peak. Even the Yin-Yang Image in his sea of consciousness was rotating rapidly. At least this way, he 

could replenish the blood that he had lost, even if just a little. 

His brain suddenly dulled. Qing Shui was shocked. He was losing too much blood. Not even a powerful 

cultivator could take this because Qing Shui had already lost two-thirds of his fresh blood in his body by 

now. Coming to the World of the Nine Continents, there was no need to be surprised about this kind of 

situation. 



Just when Qing Shui was thinking if he should stop doing this, the Nine Continents Mountain on the 

stone altar suddenly stopped absorbing his blood. It shone in black, white, red, yellow and some other 

colors. The simple looking Nine Continents Mountain appeared to be more beautiful now. Qing Shui was 

using his thoughts to control his body so that his wound from earlier wouldn’t close up. But now that his 

blood was no longer needed, his wound healed very quickly. 

Before he could even take a good look at the Nine Continents Mountain that had turned more gorgeous, 

everything around him went dark. At that moment, it felt as if Qing Shui’s mind had completely stopped 

for a moment. In just a brief moment, Qing Shui hurriedly opened his eyes to scan his surroundings. 

The Four Continents were boundless. The mountain peak from earlier was gone. The sky had also 

disappeared. Yet he was still certain that this was where he was previously. 

“Huh? Where’s the Nine Continents Mountain? The temple?” 

Just when his thoughts flashed by, Qing Shui felt an extra heavy aura akin to that of a lofty mountain on 

his body, or more like a sensation. 

Inner Sight! 

Qing Shui hurriedly used Inner Sight. The moment he looked at it, he was stunned. At first, he thought it 

was the ‘Nine Continents Mountain’ on the stone altar that had disappeared. However, he was actually 

within his own dantian. On top of that, he was just right below the golden Dan. Next, some thoughts 

related to the ‘Nine Continents Mountain’ emerged in Qing Shui’s mind. 

Sacred Object of Heaven and Earth, the Nine Continents Mountain, treasure type. The condensation of 

pure stones between Heaven and Earth that were formed after absorbing the power essence of sun and 

moon over countless years. Treasure of the Sacred Spirit Grade. Successfully refined. 

Increases physical strength by 10,000 Stars and spirit energy by 10,000 Stars…… 

When Qing Shui thought about the sensation he felt in every movement he made right now, it was 

probably due to the tremendous increase in his strength or difficulty to adapt. To think that the Sacred 

Spirit Grade Sacred Object of Heaven and Earth could actually increase his physical strength by that 

much without exploding his body… 

To the current Qing Shui, the true treasure was the increase in physical strength. His Demonic Beast 

Armor Manifestation could raise his strength that much as well, to the extent of a few ten thousands 

Stars. However, these were all based on his physical strength. So all this time, he was affected by his 

physical strength. This didn’t only apply to him, but actually also to all the cultivators in the World of 

Nine Continents. 

It should be known that Qing Shui’s physical strength didn’t even reach 700 Stars previously, yet it had 

achieved 10,000 Stars now. Even his spirit energy was only 10,000 Stars, after including the Heart of Roc 

at the large success stage but excluding Arhat Rosary Beads, Big Dipper Sword, Demonic Beast Armor 

Manifestation, and Buddha’s True Eyes. His base spirit energy was about 1,000 Stars and it had only 

reached 10,000 Stars under the effects of those cultivation techniques and the Heart of Roc. 

To have his base spirit energy increased by 10,000 stars was like reaching heaven in a single leap. Just 

the Heart of Roc could increase his spirit energy by five folds. With other techniques such as the 



Superior Focused Concentration, he could further raise it by about two folds. In addition to the Heart of 

Roc, this meant that his spirit energy could be raised by seven folds. Right now, Qing Shui’s base spirit 

energy had already reached about 11,500 stars. This meant that even without the help of external forces 

including the Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation and Arhat Rosary Beads, his spirit energy was already 

10,000 stars. 

Qing Shui was stunned for a long moment because he was really shocked by his current strength. His 

body and just the Big Dipper Sword alone was able to unleash the strength of more than 20,000 stars, 

nearly 30,000 stars. This meant that if his damage was doubled by chance, it would reach more than 

50,000 stars. His spirit energy offensive power was even more shocking. It reached up to 240,000 stars. 

This was Qing Shui’s assumption. In order to prove his own assumption, he quickly tried it out. In 

addition to his Shield Attack that had broken through to Grade Four, he could unleash 29,000 Stars of 

strength. When the 20% chance of double damage occurs, he would be able to unleash nearly 60,000 

Stars of strength. 

Brandishing his Big Dipper Sword, Qing Shui felt like ripping the Heaven and Earth apart. This powerful 

strength made every bone in his body feel very pleasant. 

An explosive energy and a qi aura that could slash everything. He even felt that God was on his side. He 

had him go to the Lion King’s Ridge and the other Four Continents. 

Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation! 

The Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation didn’t only increase spirit energy, but also strength. Hence, this 

allowed Qing Shui’s strength to reach over a terrifying 170,000 Stars. 

If he was within the Five Continents, he could only exhibit less than 20,000 Stars under the laws of 

Heaven and Earth’s influence…… 

Then there was his spirit energy too. Qing Shui could hardly wait to use the Primordial Flame Dragons. 

He used the Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation, Buddha’s True Eyes and all that. The two Flame 

Dragons instantly became as thick as an adult’s waist and reached up to 100 meters long while exuding 

an aura that condemned even the Heaven and Earth. 

However, something felt off to Qing Shui because this type of power was only 120,000 Stars in strength. 

The Demonic Beast Armor Manifestation could increase his spirit energy by two folds and there was also 

Buddha’s True Eyes. So why was it only 120,000 Stars? 

Qing Shui put away his Big Dipper Sword. With a wave of his hand, he unleashed the Primordial Flame 

Dragons. The outcome was still exactly the same as before. The Big Dipper Sword no longer had any 

affects on his spirit energy’s offensive power. 

Qing Shui shook his head. Perhaps the Five-Colored Stone had lost its affects, or was lacking in grade. Or 

it could also be that the Big Dipper Sword’s capability wasn’t sufficient anymore. With this, his physical 

offensive power had once again exceeded the spirit energy in the Ancient Ruins. But if he exited from 

here, he was confident that he could easily traverse the Five Continents with the Arhat Rosary Beads 

and without the laws of Heaven and Earth’s restriction. 

Chapter 1080 - Undergoing a Complete Change, Tidal Cloud Waves Seal 



Although the Big Dipper Sword didn’t increase his spirit energy like it did before, Qing Shui felt that his 

strength had increased qualitatively and that was enough. Sometimes, too much wasn’t a good thing 

and he felt that the current status was good. 

The loss of the Big Dipper Sword’s effect could be due to the readjustment of his body or that his body 

was unable to take it. It could be that in the future, if his power settled down, the effect of the Big 

Dipper Sword would reappear. 

Shaking his head, Qing Shui decided to not think too much. Nonetheless, he continued to enter his 

consciousness to check out that will. 

The Nine Continents Mountain was controlled through will. It could be big or small and it could be used 

to stop the opponent’s attacks, including spirit energy attacks. It could also be used to attack and the 

Nine Continents Mountain which was heavier than ten thousand jun had the power of a Shield Attack. It 

could crush and push back opponents. 

Right now, it could attack with two times his strength and two times his speed. Its attack would have the 

power of a Shield Attack. It was activated by spirit energy and intent, additionally, it would deplete one’s 

spirit energy! 

Could be leveled up! 

Could attack and defend! 

The Nine Continents Mountain’s spiritual Qi completely let Qing Shui’s body undergo a complete 

change. That moment of darkness and blurriness from earlier had allowed the Nine Continents 

Mountain to enter his body and allowed him to go through a complete transformation. 

When Qing Shui saw the setting sun in the west, he was stunned. He had could recall clearly that it was 

morning earlier but it was now evening… 

This meant that the one moment he had felt earlier was actually about half a day! 

Located in his upper Dantian, the translucent Crimson Pellet in his Niwan Palace was the size of a 

marble. The spirit energy it contained even made Qing Shui feel that it was unbelievable. 

The Central Palace Blood Essence Pool, his entire body’s blood, bones, muscles, and such had all went 

through a transformation. It was like his cells had gathered together and restructured themselves. The 

power contained in the Nine Continents Mountain was too great and powerful, causing Qing Shui’s 

transformation to be much more powerful that if he were to experience an epiphany. 

The Nine Continents Mountain could be leveled up. This was the power of Sacred Grade Heaven and 

Earth Spiritual Treasures. When Qing Shui used the Big Dipper Sword, he could reach a strength of close 

to 900,000 stars. After all, the 20% chance of his attacking prowess being doubled couldn’t be 

considered his true strength. The weight of the Nine Continents Mountain was equivalent to twice his 

strength and it could also reach two times his speed. Speed was equivalent to power and as long as it 

was fast enough, even a falling leaf could inflict damage. 

Qing Shu had felt that his speed was quite good, and most importantly, the Nine Continents Mountain 

could still level up. With it doubling his strength and speed, its prowess was still quite terrifying. 



A strength of 1.7 million Stars and two times his speed… This was good enough, this was sufficient. Even 

when in the Ancient Ruins, he could crush the rest of the people. There would still be a restriction due to 

the world’s regulations when in the Five Continents but Qing Shui’s Great Golden Buddha Palm and 

other secret techniques were sufficient for him to be formidable. 

Sacred Grade Heaven and Earth Spiritual Objects were powerful enough and could level up. However, he 

didn’t know if its strength would still increase after leveling up. Another thing was that while in the 

Dantian, the Nine Continents Mountain would be nourished by the Qi of all the time. 

Heart follows intent, rise! 

Qing Shui didn’t feel much and a small mountain about a hundred meters tall appeared before him. It 

was the image of the Nine Continents Mountain which was exuding a majestic power. 

Smash! 

With a move of his will, the Nine Continents Mountain which was like a small mountain plunged at a 

rapid speed. 

Boom! 

With a huge sound, a crater which was so deep that it was hard to see the bottom was created. The 

surroundings collapsed, burying even the Nine Continents Mountain underneath. 

Rise! 

Boom! 

Rocks and dust flew about and the Nine Continents Mountain rose from the ground, bringing about an 

even greater crater. A huge sound rang out and even the grounds of the surroundings tremored. 

Go! 

Qing Shui swung his hand. This was a habit of his but he could also use a slapping motion. If he were to 

use a slapping motion, it could increase the prowess of the Nine Continents Mountain. 

Hu! 

The Nine Continents Mountain brought about an air current that was like a tornado. Wherever it passed, 

the rocks on the ground would be flipped up. Then it came to a stop after less than three hundred 

meters. 

There was a distance restriction to will control and two hundred to three hundred meters was still 

acceptable for Qing Shui. The Nine Continents Mountain was tempered by fresh blood and it was also 

being nourished in his Dantian. Therefore, there wasn’t a need for him to temper it specifically. 

Feeling satisfied, Qing Shui headed back. He was still planning to keep the rest of the people from Lion 

King’s Ridge here and he didn’t have enough time to progress further. Otherwise, given that he had 

gained additional power, he had the abilities to press on. 

Nine Continents Steps! 



It was just starting to turn dark. Having become stronger, Qing Shui decided to catch some demonic 

beasts for himself. After all, he still had four bottles of low grade Sacred Beast Pills in his hands. The 

increase in his powers also made his spiritual sense acuter and he was able to sense a further distance 

away. 

Qing Shui called out the Thunderous Beast and started to move around in the vicinity, searching for a 

powerful presence. After two hours, Qing Shui succeeded in finding one. 

Tiger Jiao Beast! 

Qing Shui felt that this demonic beast was about the same level as the Bloodhorn Silverhead Demon Ox. 

Qing Shui didn’t wish to look for an even stronger one since there was a restriction to the low grade 

Sacred Beast Pills. While it might be fine for Wenren Wu-shuang, Qing Shui felt that it would be a little 

harder for his mother to manage a stronger beast with her cultivation level. Even if she could succeed, it 

would be just barely. 

The monster with a Jiao head and a Tiger’s body was snow-white in color and was a demonic beast with 

the ice attribute. It also came from a lineage of ancient beasts. Right now, it was easy for Qing Shui to 

deal with it given his powers, and he easily sealed it into his Demonic Beast Token. 

A strength of 100,000 Stars! 

A demonic beast like this should be able to unleash a power exceeding 30,000 Stars outside the ruins. 

Demonic beasts of their lineage had their own unique abilities, like how Yiye Jiange’s Seven-Headed 

Crystal Beast could probably unleash a strength not lower than 150,000 Stars outside the ruins. 

However, when in the Ancient Ruins, it could only unleash a power of over 60,000 Stars. 

Qing Shui had the Arhat Rosary Beads and Area Dominance. However, many demonic beasts had their 

own unique talents to go against the world’s rules and let their own tribe better survive in this world. 

When it was about time, Qing Shui entered the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal. He would need to 

start preparing things. He had mentioned earlier that he was going to make the people from Lion King’s 

Ridge stay behind. Previously, he didn’t have absolute confidence of winning, at least not in the Ancient 

Ruins. However, right now, he felt that it was not a problem. 

Once he entered the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal, he saw that ‘book’ and was stunned. He had 

already forgotten about it when he had tossed into the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal. Right now, it 

seemed that if he hadn’t kept it in the realm, he might not be able to see it again. Something which 

could be placed together with the Nine Continents Mountain shouldn’t be something that was that bad. 

Picking it up, the few words written on the covered entered Qing Shui’s view. 

Tidal Cloud Waves Seal! 

Qing Shui flipped open the book doubtfully. This was a battle technique and there were not many pages. 

It was made from tempered beast hide and was very exquisite. He looked through it very quickly. After 

reading it, he closed his eyes and entered a state of deep thought. 

Qing Shui had already picked up the Nine Waves Great Golden Buddha Palm which focused on the Wave 

Essence. This Tidal Cloud Waves Seal was similar to the Nine Waves Great Golden Buddha Palm, which 



focused on the Wave Force. As for their differences, he had decided to cultivate the skill and check it out 

for himself. He could also leave this for Qing Clan and let them treat this as a main battle technique for 

the clan. 

Since he still had a lot of time, Qing Shui decided to try and cultivate it. At the start, he only decided to 

casually pick it up since he felt that it was about the same as the Nine Waves Great Golden Buddha Palm 

and he didn’t need to spend too much time on this. He might as well focus on his Great Golden Buddha 

Palm. 

However, upon thinking that he had sufficient time and of how this Tidal Cloud Waves Seal was together 

with the Nine Continents Mountain, he thought that it shouldn’t be bad. Obtaining too many skills was 

not a bad thing, and thus he decided to pick it up. It might even be useful for his cultivation of the Great 

Golden Buddha Palm. 

This cultivation let Qing Shui discovered that no matter how similar battle techniques were, they would 

have their own unique traits. It was mentioned that the best way to pick up this Tidal Cloud Waves Seal 

was to look at the tides and the wave-like clouds in the sky. 

Seal Arts like the tides, like wave-like clouds! 

Qing Shui didn’t really understand that. After all, he had just started to pick it up. It was just that he 

didn’t seem to feel anything. At Qing Shui’s level, the harder the battle technique was to pick up, the 

more extraordinary it was. 

Qing Shui’s determination and willpower could not be doubted. After one round of cultivation, it was 

about time for him to leave the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal. This made him feel that he really 

needed to observe the tides and the wave-like clouds. 

Not wanting to rest, Qing Shui rushed back in the latter half of the night. Those demonic beasts who 

didn’t know any better stood in his way and were all killed by him. Riding on his Thunderous Beast, he 

was invincible, causing havoc everywhere he went. This feeling was exhilarating and it had been a very 

long time since he had been doing things completely without restraints. 

Three days later! 

Qing Shui used the Nine Continents Steps every day and after using the Nine Continents Steps four 

times, he would take a look around on his Thunderous Beast. He would also spend some time traveling. 

In the past few days, he had sealed two demonic beasts. 

Mystic Wood Kirin and Golden Cauldron Spirit Crane! 

Their abilities were about the same as the one from before. The Golden Cauldron Spirit Crane wasn’t 

only strong but its flying abilities were exceptionally strong. It could be considered a combination of a 

beast ride and a battle beast. 

Wuwu… 

A sharp cry rang out and Qing Shui lifted his head, looking into the distance. He had initially wanted to 

leave but after hearing a terrified cry, he decided to go and check it out. If it was someone he knew, he 



could lend them a helping hand. Therefore, he charged forth with the Thunderous Beast. Qing Shui had 

absolute confidence in his powers. 

This was a rocky terrain and from afar, Qing Shui could see hordes of demonic beasts both in the sky and 

on the land. 

Blood Wolf Vultures! 

After seeing this scene, Qing Shui frowned. He had been traveling for the past few days but the dangers 

in this place was a completely different level than the places he had been to before. Encountering a big 

group of Blood Wolf Vultures here was definitely deadly for many people. If he had encountered them 

when he first came, he would also be forced to run as well. 

There were no less than 100,000 huge blood red vulture bodies and black-colored wolf heads. They had 

covered the entire sky. 

Wolves’ howls rang out loudly and Qing Shui could see that amidst the Blood Wolf Vultures, there were 

about over twenty people, most of them being old men. There were only two to three young men. 

When Qing Shui saw one of them, he laughed. 

That guy in violet-colored clothes was the person who had challenged him outside the Ancient Ruins. 

The people from the Violet Dragon Mountain! 

Qing Shui saw that they had set up a formation and was trying to fend off the overwhelming numbers of 

Blood Wolf Vultures. Their formation was also very shaky, with fresh blood all over the place outside the 

formation. It seemed that there had been quite a number of casualties but considering that there were 

no corpses, they must have been devoured completely by the Blood Wolf Vultures to the extent that no 

bones or dregs were left behind. 

Qing Shui’s appearance while riding the Thunderous Beast made them very happy. 

“Young Master, look, someone is here! Let’s ask him for help!” An old man said agitatedly toward the 

man in violet-colored clothes. 

“Look at the demonic beast he is riding. It must be very strong. The fact that he dared to head over here 

must mean that he isn’t scared of these Blood Wolf Vultures. Young Master, let’s give it a try!” Another 

old man said quickly. At the verge of death, nothing else was of a concern. 

… 

Everyone looked at the Thunderous Beast which was closing in. When they saw that it was a young man, 

they were all astonished. However, the face of the man in violet clothes immediately turned pale. The 

same went for a few other old men. This was because when the man in violet clothes had issued the 

challenge, they were there too and thus could recognize Qing Shui. 

 


